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north of the Durrell bridge
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I new town is estimated to
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ALEWIVE LETTER

The Wisdom of Our Fore
Fathers Established

FIRST-CLASS JOB OFFICE

IMPROVEMENT
ASSOCIATION

CHIEFS RAISED

Wawa Tribe Installation Held
Monday Evening

Alewive, Me., Jan. 26. 1915
Fifty-five members of Wawa Tribe
Dear Enterprise:—
were
present at the Council held Mon
About 200 Members and Guests Witness Impressive Cerej
Composed of Leading Dairy day evening.
I can’t help thinking, in connection
245-247-25) Main St
mony and Partake of Excellent Supper at Odd
men of this Vicinity has
After the regular order of business,.
with the eternal fitness of things in gen
the chief s-elect were raised to their
Fellows Hall Monday Evening
been Formed
eral, of the great wisdom of our ancestors
stumps by D. D. G. S., H E. Day and
in assigning the different election, feast
staff, as follows:—
and days of celebration.
Municipal LIVELY INTEREST TAKEN
CORPS OF COLORED WAITERS MAKES REAL HIT
Pro.—Frank S. Whitney
Sachem—Henry G. Cotton
elections for instance coming as they,
Sen. Sag—Leland H. Bean
Over 200 members of Olive Rebekah j A surprise to the ladies of the com-} generally do in March, coinicident with
Jr. Sag.—Henry H. Abbott
The second meeting of dairy owners,
C. of R.—J. F. Warren
lodge, No.*21, I. O. O. F., with invited mittee and also to the gfiests was a the period of. icy sidewalks and streets of this vicinity, who are interested in
C. of W.—A. F. Jacquemin
guests assembled at Odd Fellows hall corps of colored waiters who rendered
insures their careful sanding by the the improvement of their stock, was
K. of W. —Herbert E. Day
on Monday evening to witness the im-1 ecient sar/ija iiriaj sapper, a rranheld at Farmer’s Club Hall, Kenne
First San.—Arden S. Hildreth
authorites
who
have
that
matter
in
pressive installation ceremonies con ged for by Mr Barrett, the following
Second San —Charles Whittenj
bunkport, Saturday afternoon about
G. of W. —Ernest Braley
ducted by District Deputy President local young men appearing in black ¡charge. There is just one fly in the 20 being in attendance in spite of the
G. of F.—Charles CcD on aid
Mrs. Florence D. Porter, Deputy Grand face: Harry Fairfield, George Fiske,' ointment however. At the Christmas disagreeable snow storm. All were
\Made of good quality fibre board
Two applications for membership
Marshall Mrs. Sue E. Wells and staff. Richard Mitchell, Ernest Green, Ernest:. shopping period of some years there i s I keenly interested in the subject of
from palefaces- were read and indi
At the conclusion of the work the Warren, Howard Wakefield, Frank;
dairy
improvement
and
the
meeting
Black fibre, medium weight, a good
as much or more ice in evidence as at
cations are that the Warriors of Wells
was a most harmonious one.
lunch box, not the cheap light weight company adjourned to the dining room Barrett.
Branch are on the trail of several more,
anytime
in
January
or
February
but
An excellent supper consisting ofkind, in three sizes at
10c which had been handsomely decorated
The previous meeting was held there and results are soon expected.
a pink and green scheme being carried salads, cold meats, pastry, coffee, etc.,, the open time on the liberal use of sand
on Tuesday, January 11th and was
After the raising of chiefs the mem
out. Streamers in those colors were was served during whichseveral plan-; doesn’t start until the last of January
called by State Dairy Inspector F. S.
HEAVY BLACK FIBRE
bers adjourned to the banquet hall
suspended from the ceiling, a pink and tation X songs were rendered by the/ All this talk of shortening the open time
Adams to ascertain sentiment here
Small size
20c green flower center-piece appeared at colored waiters.
where Bro. George D. Patterson served
on fish and game is all right but why
abouts as to the formation of such an
Medium size
25c each table and a separate flower to
a stew at which, according to the way
don’t someone start a movement for
The following officers for the ensuing
association. These associations are
Large size
30c gether with a small motto card at each
it faded away, it must have been equal
a longer period of free sand on front
year
were
installed:
composed
of
26
or
more
dairymen
own

Extra heavy black fibre box with place. These flowers were made by
walks.
to the one served at the Cape. F. E.
ing 300 or more cows, who organize, elect
metal corners and glaascoffee fl ask
Titcomb acted âs toast master and
If a society should be formed to vigthe decorative committee their handi Past Noble Grand,
officers,
adopt
a
constitution
and
by

Mrs. Mabel Greenleaf-' orously advocate the matter Kennebunk
Price
50c work being so skillfully executed as to
introduced Brothers George N. Stev ens,
Miss Iva Porter would have a rival to the famed Mass laws, and co-operate in the employment H. E. Day, and A. F. Jacquemin, each
defy detection from the real thing ex Noble Grand»
of
an
official
“
tester
”
experienced
in
Folding box, black fibre
one having something to say which was ,
25c cept on close examination. The past I Vice Grand, Mrs. Rachel M. S. Fiske achusetts “socièty with the long name”
Mrs. Sue Wells; 'both in length of appellation and public handling live stock .and who has a of interest to Red Men.
and present officers were seated at a Rec Secretary,
Fin. Secretary,
Mrs. Marion Pitts ■usefulness. A “Society to Perpetuate technical training in feeds and feeding
table on the stage.
At the next Council the matter of re
Black fibre box with inside tin box
treasurer,
Miss
Ethel Roberts à Movement for a Longer Period of Free and general dairy practices.
Past District Deputy President, Ida
25c
pairing the hall will be brought up and
Mrs. Leona Allison Sand on Front Walks” would be a step
Mr. Adams convinced the 30 odd
B. Cloudman, called the audience to Warden,
and at the next it is probable that the
Conductor,
Mrs, Magda Dearbon in the right direction and really more assembled dairy men of the value of
order
during
supper
and
called
on
the
scalps of two more pale faces will beFolding Japanned tin box, two sizes
Mrs.
Lillian
Proctor
Chaplain,
practical then a Board of Trade in a such an association and a committee removed, so every member should plan
52c and 35c Noble Grand of Olive Lodge for a toast. R. S. to N. G..
Mrs, Mabel Babb town where business booming opportun composed of S. W. Perkins, Charles
Her response was;
to be present at these two Councils.
Mrs. Flossie Carter ités are nil.
Larrabee. Paul Russell and Charles
L, S. toN. G.,
Here’s to thee and thine
Camera style J apanned tin box 25c
Mrs. Laura Raino \ Then the fall election date although Scammon was appointed to make a can
R. S. toy. G.,
And to me and mine,
“Ferguson of Troy”
Odd Fellowship
Miss Florence Rice fixed before the enactment of our pro vass of the territory and secure as
L, S, to V. G ,
Odd Fellowship «
Inside Grand,
Mrs, Maud McIntire hibitory law comes at just the right many members as possible.
Black fibre lunch box with Thetmos
For all ye time.
The three-act comedy drama “Fer
Outside Grand, Mr, Jesse Waterhouse time for its political champions. It is
This commiitee reported Saturday
bottle
■
$2.00
The Noble Grand called on the Past
guson of Troy,” presented by the class
with
15
names,
Mr.
Fergus
of
the
U.
generally
conceded,
in
some
sections
of
The installing staff;-—
Grand and she gave;
the state, that Fourth of July be except S. Department of Agriculture and Mr. of 1915, K. H. S., at Mousam . Opera
.SALE OF HEAVY WHITE
D. D, P.,—Mrs, Florence D, Porter
“To Mousam Lodge, No, 26, I. O. O,
ed
from any peroid of the enforcement Adams considered this as a very good house last Friday evening, drew a large
HOTEL CROCKERY
D. G. M.,—Mrs, Sue E. Wells
F., May Friendship’s lock never rust. ”
of
this
law and as that holiday is three showing and cited the fact that of the audience, each one present being
G.
W—
Mrs,
Frances
Whitaker
The
Past
Grand
called
on
the
Vice
Marked down to close out
months
before the September election many associations they had assisted in pleased with the performance. The
G. R. S.—Miss Carrie Lucas
75c 2 1-2-in Bakers, a doz.
60c Grand and she answered:
when the support of the W. C. T. U. forming their co-operation in filling the parts were all exceptionally well taken,
G. F. S.—Mrs. Frances Lucas
‘ T give you Pine Tree Encampment,
90c 3-in Bakers, a doz.
60c
and civic improvement bodies is needed same was required and volunteered to the work of Frank M. Sanborn as
G.
T.
—
Mrs.
Etta
Richardson
$1.25 4-in Bakers, a doz.
75c No. 26. They say that walls have ears,
to perpetuante it, allows for the forget come again some time during the next “Charley Marshall,” being especially
G. C.—Mrs. Ida Cloudman
$1.50 May these four walls of ours hear only
$2.00 Cups and Saucers, doz.
ting
of the laxness over the holiday few weeks and help in securing the commendable. The sickness of Leslie
G.
I.
G.
—
Mrs.
Mary
Dresser
90c 5-in Platters, doz.
75c laughters'and kindly words. ”
B. Titcomb necessitated the selection
necessary^twenty-six.
The regular committee as appointed
After the supper the banquet haH wfis priori, à
$1.00
$1.25 7 in Platters, doz.
of “a Substitute at the 11th ■ hour, J*.
H.
H.
Nash,
County
agent
for
Farm
’
Then
Thanksgiving
Day
comes
at
the
$1.50 8-in Platters, doz.
$1.20 by the lodge to arrange for this occasion cleared for dancing which pastime was
time when turkeys are full grown and Demonstration work, with, headquar Frank Warren taking his place with
$1.00 was—Mrs.j Mabel Babb, Mrs. P. D. enjoyed by both old. and young until the
$1.50 Mugs, doz.
two days preparation. The part, that
Greenleaf;
Mrs.
P.
Raino,
Miss
F.
O.
hour of midnight. The Arian orches fat and cider is taking on a tang which ters at Sanford, was present and called of a lunatic, and calling for considera
75c Individual Creamers, doz.
60c
the
meeting
toorder.
The
excellent
makes
it
a
pleasing
beverage.
$1.25 Individual Creamers, doz $1.00 Rice, Mr: and Mrs. F. Barrett, Mr. and tra furnished excellent music their se
On thinking things over one must be showing made by the soliciting commit ble ability, was acted without a flaw.
$1.50 footed Oyster Bowls, doz $1.00 Mrs. Howard Wakefield, Mr. Walter lections being repeatedly encored and
struck
with the wisdom of the men who tee and the encouraging remarks of The entire cast went through the play
Hobbs, Mr. Jesse Waterhouse.
cheerfully repeated.
handed down these institutions to us. Mr. Adams who estimated" from past with an ease of manner and effective
Everybody should be satisfied to let well experiences that the additional mem ness that would do. credit even to pro
The heaviest snow fall of the season
enough alone. These “Young Turk” bers could be secured in a short time fessionals. The cast:—
For a Water District
occurred early Monday morning it be
politicaljparties’and mush room organiza was considered by those present as Walter Hawley, an elder in the Re
formed church, Paul F. Webber
tions and commissions if given enough firm enough ground to warrant organ
ing estimated that a fall of about 8
Tom Ferguson, M. D., a sport from
Representative Homer T. Waterhouse rope will change all of our institutions ization. On motion of Mr. Adams a
inches ensued. A heavy wind caused
Troy, Horace M. Robbins.
has introduced in the legislature a bill and feast days over so they will suit committee was appointed to bring in Charley Marshall, a young man in love
some drifting but the electric and steam
to establish a new water system in Ken themselves and nobody else. During a list of officers for the consideration of
with Suzette, Frank M. Sanborn.
lines passing through town had but nebunk. It is proposed to acquire by the last few years we have heard that the meeting. Samuel Perkins and Paul
Lionel Fairfield, a ^lunatic that lives
little difficulty in maintaining schedules, right of eminent domain such part of the Boston Tea Party was a myth, that Russell of West Kennebunk together
next door, J. Frank Warren.
the property of the Mousam Water Shakespear did not write Shakespear, with ex-mayor Frank L. Palmer of Mike Murphy, a policeman in love with
Johanna, Harvey A. Grant.
company, except the pumping station, that sòme of our great men whom we re Saco were selected for this task and in
as is necessary for supplying the town gard almost as patron saints were hum a few minutes reported with the follow Ellen Hawley, the elder’s wife and
Fancy- guaranteed with water for domestic and fire fighting bugs and four-flushers and that most of ing list to which Mr. Palmer voiced a Tom’s sister, Maude R. Bragdon.
Belinda Ferguson, Tom’s wife and
purposes. It is further proposed to our traditions are nothing more nor less modest protest in one instance which
A BUSHEL
Walter’s sister, Marion L. Hatch.
issue bonds to pay the company for what than fairy tales. About all that is now however, was over ruled.
Suzette Hawley, the elder’s niece, M.
property is taken. The Mousam Water left in the way of reform is to change
Edna Watson.
President—F. L. Palmer
Company operated its system to Wells the order of Independence Day and
Johanna Mulrooney, from the Emerald
Vice-President—E. A. Stanford
and .to Kennebunkport but that part of Christmas and a transposition of the
Isle, Vera M. Stevens.
Secretary
and Treasurer—Ralph
their business will not be troubled. alphabet.
The Colonial orchestra furnished
Smith
The water company will probably con
mu sic during the evening.
Nearly*
every
line
of
business
and
near

Executive
Committee
—
Ralph
Smith,
CANNED
test the proposition and a lively hearing ly every locality is coming to have its C. C. Larrabee. Clarence E. Johnson,
The success of the entertainment is
before- the legislative committee when own particular slogan. A few months Paul Russell, Clarence Day and S. W. due in no small measure to the effective
the bill gets to it is generally looked ago it was “Buy a Bale of Cotton”a lit Perkins. The president and vice-presi coaching of Miss Mary Webb, who oc
for.
cupies a prominent place in local dra
tle later “Buy a Barrel of Apples”now dent to be ex-officio members.
Boston is shouting “Build Now.” If
The committee report was unani matic circles.
you want to keep abreast of the times mously accepted the president and
has gone up and is still go WITH TOMATO SAUCE West Kennebunk Man Suicide why don’t you start a new movement secretary assuming their duties at once.
Poultry Extension School
“Buy an Enterprise” or a “Subscribe
Mr. Fergus spoke of a similar organ
ing. We will receive one
Now” propaganda?
It might prove
A session of the Extension School in
Fred E. Wakefield, aged about 40 profitable to you and surely would be ization at Waterville the 26 herds
15c
the
world
over
more shipment of 5-pound
years and a resident of West Kenne money well expended for anyone who owned by the members of which Poultry Raising will be held at the
averaged 299 pounds of butter fat a Business Men’s Association rooms in
bunk where he was engaged in the practiced it.
Our Price
year per cow after 5 years of work. Biddeford, next Tuesday and Wednes
pails for
farming industry, committed suicide
I have just finished reading an editor
Sunday .by shooting himself in the ial in the Portland Express which I con Co-operative buying of grain is prac- day, Feb. 2 and 3. Everyone interested
mouth with a 22 calibre revolver. Mr. sider as both practical and timely. It ticed at a great saving. $40,000 of in poultry raising is urged t<\be present.
All departments of the industry are to
Wakefield, who was unmarried, made deals with the proposed raising of sal grain was thus handled in 8 months.
A membership fee of $1.00 and an be discussed and several able speake rs
his home with his mother on the farm. aries for county and state officials and
He had been acting in a strange man bringing out a few thoughts in connection nual dues of 25c was decided upon. are to be in attendance, including H. H.
ner of late but not suffiently to warrant therewith which are worthy of repetiton. The membership fee is used to buy a Nash of Sanford, county agent for farm
any suspicion that he would endeavor The writer takes the position that Babcock tester and the annual dues are demonstration work, P. W. Monahan^
to take his life. Sunday afternoon he whereas candidates are willing and to be used in keeping it in repair and Poultry I ns tructor stationed at Orono,
R. P. Mitchell, who has charge of
left the house and as he had not re eager to spend money to obtain salaried buying the necessary acids.
The matter of by-laws and fixed boys’ and and girls’ poultry club work
turned in about two hours his mother offices that the remuneration thereof
charges for testing was let pass until and others of equal prominent and
started a search finding him lying in the
makes it an object to seek the the membership should be completed.
KENNEBUNK, MAINE henhouse with a revolver in his hand. which
GARDEN STREET
ability.
office should be sufficient reward. A
Kennebunkport was considered the
Undertaker Charles H. Lucas was called periodical raising of salaries is not a
and on discovery of the wound con- sound economic principle as the officials most .centrally located place for monthly and the owners progressive in spirit—
eluded that death must have been are constantly changing. It was all and annual meetings and it was voted the association will no doubt be of great
to hold them there and in the Farmer’s
instantaneous.
help to all.
right in the older days when county and Club Hall if that could be secured.
These association are chiefly of value
state officers were elected practically
The meeting adjourned subject to
in the fact that a monthly record of
for life and years of service made for call by the secretary.
Boot and Shoes Repairing by the aid of modern machinery
A committee
and production of each cow in
Custom Work. Ladies’ Shoes a Specialty, Shoe Pol A Valuable Adverti sement constantly increasing efficiency, but composed of Percy Day, Clarence John bfeeding
herd is available and each one’s value
when the raises are maintained and the son and Ralph Smith being appointed
ishing Parlor. Open Half-a-day Sundays.
Mr. Clark of Wells Branch took a officers changing from time to time to continue the canvass with each other easily distinguished as well as more
economical feeding and greater effi
taxpayers are not receiving their member co-operating.
KENNEBUNK, MAINE small ad in the Enterprise recently and the
WATER STREET
ciency secured. A member in another
money’s worth In services.
The interest aroused in this matter
a few days ago he called and informed «■ Our institutions are all right, public
locality says: “If I had known as
in the short time discussed is truly
much about feeding cows ten years ago
the Editor that the ad had brought him officials receive sufficient pay and the
marvelous and that the organization as I have learned while a member of
over a hundred dollars worth of busi army and navy have never failed us yet. may be soon completed is apparent. the association for the period of one
Your truly,
ness and he was more than convinced
The farmers in this section of the state year, I might have saved thousands of
John C. Calhoun Brown are the finest to be found anywhere dollars.”
that it “paid to advertise,”
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ENTERPRISE on Sale at
the following places:
Kennebunk.
E. A. Bodge, Brown’s News Stand.
West Kennebunk—E. C. Webber.
Kennebunkport—E. C. Miller.
Cape Porpoise—Helen F. Ward.
Wells—Harley Moulton.
Ogunquit—W. F. Cousens.
One of the needs of the times is a
wind shield against “hot air.”—Ex.

A short session ef the legislature is
predicted but thè same has been said of
almost all sessions in recent years.
Over 1000 German newspapers have
ceased publication since the opening of
hostilities which scores one more point
for General Sherman.
Those who a few years ago predicted
that the automobile would usurp the
position held by the horse and cause a
decline in the breeding of that useful
beast and who have so far failed to see
that fact realized can see in the vast
number being killed in the European
war a speedy fulfillment of their predic
tions.

THE TREY O’ HEARTS
Continued from last week
A Double Escape.
On Nauset Beach, in the shank of a
midsummer night, two men sprawled
on the sands, some distance back from
the water, and listened to the heavy
thumping of their overtaxed hearts,
and panted.
Now and again one would lift his,
head and stare out over the black face:
of the waters at a little line of red-;
dish flames about a mile off shore, all
that remained to witness to the fact:
that, an hour since, these two had;
been In command of as trim a small'
schooner as ever ventured the coast
wise trip from Portland to New York.,
As far out again shone the star**
board light of a becalmed schooner^
whose people had been directly respond
sible for the disaster which had over
taken the smaller vessel.
In the course of time, beginning to
breathe with more ease, one of the
two marooned gentlemen eaid:
“What I can’t understand—anyway
—is why these damned thugs out there)
thought we’d be asses enough to stay
aboard the Seaventure and get burned
up.’’ The other replied: "Did they?”
"Looks that way—doesn’t it?
If
they didn’t, why were we permitted
to swim ashore at our elegant leisure?
There was nothing to prevent their
rowing round to cut us off.”
"Maybe they did, at that, add missed
us, Mr. Law-and-Order!”
"But—”
“We were a wee mite excited you’ve
got to admit. It’s just possible we
didn’t hear the noise of their oars.
And it’s black enough for them to
have overlooked us. A man’s head
in the water isn’t really a’ conspic
uous object on a dark night.”
“Tell me, Barcus, what’s the near
est symptom of civilization?”
"Chatham village,” said Mr. Barcus,
“six miles to the no’th’ards, and cut off
by an inlet a mile or so wide at that.”
Mr. Law groaned soulfully.
"Then there’s “the lighthouse on
Monomoy point,’’ Mr. Barcus pursued,
“three miles to the south.”
Mr. Law said nothing whatever to
this.
“Of course,” his companion reflected
morosely, “this had to happen in mid
summer! A month earlier we’d have

Holidays in 1915
Washington’s birthday this year will
occur on Monday (Feb. 22); Patriots
day on Monday (April 19); Memorial
day on Sunday (May 10); Independ
ance day Sunday (July 4); Labor day on
Monday (Sept. 6); Columbus day on
Tuesday (Oct. 12); Christmas day on
Saturday (Dec. 25. ) Thanksgiving day
will of course be as usual on a Thurs
day, the date to be appointed by the
Governor.

People Read Advertising
Times may be a little dull sometimes
even for the advertiser. They will be
duller for him if he doesn’t advertise.
They are pretty sure to be dull with him
all the time, regardless of good or bad
economic conditions in the land, if he
hides his light under a bushel all the
while.
People have no time in these days to
go hunting for the customer.
People
sit down and look for advertised sug
gestions and prices when they are in
their homes. They can’t take days to
go from place to place asking clerks all
over a city about goods and prices in
order to see where they want to trade
and what there is worth buying.—
Brockton Enterprise.

Printers Troubles
Following is an exact copy of an order
for some hand bills which was brought
into this office this week. If there isn’t
a big crowd at the ball it will not bo our
fault:
“Say stop and read -there will be a
greand mask cread ball att ord fellow
hall Sad night and there will be a plenty
of musice given by a ban of musice we
will also have a plenty of barbp cured
meet too.
this ball is given by mf.
Davis Spencer and good order will be
keep admission 15ct Deafth people
15ct Dum people 15ct Cfidpel people 15
ct lame people 15ct Cfoss eyes people
lOct wood leg people 5ct blind people
free.”
now come and have a good time
rained or shine.’’—Southern Vindicator.

Birthday Party
A very pleasant evening was spent
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. James
Stubbs, the 23d inst., being the anni
versary of Mrs. Stubb’s birth. The
evening was spent in playing whist,
dancing and music. Several selections
by Miss Harold Grant at the piano, was
much enjoyed. Some of the features
were a solo by Miss Eleanor Furbish;
duett, by “Stubb” and Stubbs. Re
freshments were served of ice cream,
cake and candy. The hostess was the
recipient of many tokens of remem
brance. The party broke up at a late
hour. Among those present were:—
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Grant, Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Littlefield, Mr. and Mrs.
Oscar Mitchell, J. JB. Furbish and
daughter, Eleanor; Mr. and Mrs. Har
old Knight, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Tripp,, Miss Myrtle Day, Miss Bertha
Lovejoy, Mr. Edmund Burk, Mr. Roland
Weeks, Mr. Harry Harrigan.

With a Cry: "Rosel”
had the life-saving patrol to look to
for protection. But the service is sus
pended in June and July.”
A silence commenced eloquently on ■
this assertion, broken only when Mr.
Law voiced a thought bred of long and
malignant observation of the schoon
er’s green eye:‘
“I’d give a de^l to know who’s
aboard that vessel.”
“You don’t mean you think your reg
ular young woman—?”
“It’s possible.
Judith kidnaped
Rose in Portland. That’s not so far
from Gloucester; a motor car could
have caught that schooner before she
sailed to waylay us, this morning. And
what better way to take care of an
able-bodied, full-tempered girl you’ve
kidnaped than to ship her somewhere
by sea, In the care of trustworthy
hellions ?"
“Don’t ask me—-I’ve done very little
kidnaping for one of my years.”
“For tuppence," eaid Mr. Law, “I’d
risk a swim off to that boat and see
for myself.”
“For two million dollars—I would
not!” Barcus affirmed with great de
cision.
A moment or so later the line of
little flames went out altogether and
unexpectedly; and the owner of the
late Seaventure fancied he could hear,
even at that distance, the hiss of
charred and -smoldering timbers sucked
under and drowned out.
“Exit,” he announced plaintively,
“exit Seaventure,” with heroic gesture.
“R. I. P. a good little ship!”
-Alan Law sat up, abstractedly scrub
bing a crust of sand from his cheeks
and Commented soulfully:
“Oh—
damn!”
“That goes double here,” his com
panion rejoined. "And the way I
see it, I’ve got a right to do all the
cussing at this juncture of our hero’s
foolish, but fascinating adventures.
I’m the Injured party—-it was my boat,
and now it’s gone. I’m broke for fair.
Gee!” he pursued vindictively.
“Oh, let up, can’t you!” Mr. Law
exclaimed peevishly. “I’m sorrier than
you are—and after all, It’e my loss;
I’ve got to buy you another boat. All
you’ve lost is your temper.”
“And my susceptibility to the charms

of the well-known sex,” Mi< Barcus
corrected. “Nothing can ever restore
my lost faith in gentle woman’s gentle
ness. When you brought that young
woman aboard I thought butter!
wouldn’t melt in her mouth, and for a;
while I actually contemplated doing:
her the kindness of tipping you over
into the drink, so’s she could lavish
her tender affections on a regular guy,,
someone ablq to appreciate her-—mean
ing me, of course. And first thing 1
know, she ups and points a gun at my
head and tips me overboard, and then
makes a pretty bonfire out of my
sailboat. And all the excuse you can
produce is that she’s crazy in the
head! Well, who said she wasn’t?
Any woman who would consent to
elope with you Is a fit subject for a
commission de lunatico inquirendo, all
right.”
"If you inflicted any such monologue
as that on Judith,” retorted Mr, Law,
“I don’t blame her for trying to slay
you, and I’m sorry I Interfered.”
"There’s gratitude for you!” Mr.
Barcus remarked bitterly. “I risk my
life for you, and you won’t even let
me talk about it!”
“It isn’t your talking I mind—it’s
the everlasting noise you make,” Mr.
Law explained. “Besides—listen!”
For a moment the two maintained
attentive silence.
A silken whisper troubled the si
lence, a little flutter of sound from far
across the waters. Gradually It gath
ered volume, became recognizable as
the lisp of cautious oars.
"I’m going away from here,” Mr.
Barcus announced guardedly, and gath
ered his legs under him preparatory
to rising.
“Half a second,” Alan Law insisted,
rising in turn and grasping the other
by the arm. "They’ve got to land—
haven’t they?—and leave the boat
while they look for us. Well, then,
what’s to prevent our hiding in the
dunes and—?”
In the next breath, "Look out!” he
shrieked.
With no warning whatever, and
within fifty feet of them, a ghastly
flare broke out in full blaze on the
surface of the water, revealing the
shape of a dory which had drawn in
unseen under cover of the profound
darkness, and at the same time dis
covering to its occupants tile two
startled figures on. the beach.
Before they could stir the weird
light glimmered on a polished weapon
in the bow of the boat, a spiteful
tongue of reddish flame spat out, a
bullet sang between Messrs. Law and
Barcus, and with a sad thud of disap
pointment buried itself in the sands of
the wave-eaten bluff behind them.
Like twin automatons stirred to ac
tion by the report, the two turned and
pelted off down the beach, to escape
that deadly area of illumination.
Other shots sped after them, but
none was so well aimed, and presently,
finding a break in the bluff, -they
swung off into the grateful shelter ’of
the night-wrapped dunes.
Meantime the dory had grounded on
the beach, and its several occupants—
four or five of them, all men, appar
ently—jumping out, set off in pursuit
of the fugitives, following the tracks
in the sand.
The blackness of the night, how
ever, conspired with the savage laby
rinth of the dunes to save Alan and
his companion.
Within another five minutes—while
still the pursuit floundered and blas
phemed at random a round quarter
mile to the south—Mr. Law and Mr.
Barcus were noiselessly squirming on
their bellies, like two snakes in the
beach-grass, up the back of a ten-foot
bluff. And presently from its brow
they looked down on the spot where
the dory lay, only its bow out of water,
its stern afloat, under armed guard.
Very slowly and stealthily Alan got
to his feet and swung back over his
shoulder a heavy club of driftwood.2
A match spluttered beside the dory
and flamed in the still air, relieving
with its reddish glow a bronzed and
evil visage.
The guard puffed fast and had the
tobacco well aglow when the sky took
Advantage of his trustfulness and fell
upon him like an avalanche.
Simultaneously Alan and Barcus de
scended .the face of the bluff in two
miniature landslides, dug themselves
out, and by the time the dazed and
disarmed guard had sufficiently recov
ered to cry out for help the dory was
a hundred yards off the beach and
making excellent time in the direction
of that lonely green light.
They wrought with the oars like
men possessed, yet with a machipelike precision that drove the boat fast
and furiously—without attempt to still
the splashing of their blades. Con
cealment of their purpose from those
who remained aboard the schooner
was out of the question. The shouts,
the shots, the play of flashlamps
along the beach—as though Bedlam
had loosed half a dozen lunatic will
o’ the wisps upon the holy peace of
night—must have betrayed the fact
that they had turned the tables long
before the dory left the inshore shoals.
The commonest precautions, how
ever, made them pause and rest upon
their oars while yet a little way from
their goal.
Only an ominous silenoe rewarded
the utmost efforts of their straining
senses; no sound was audible other
than the gentle whine of an ungreased
block; nothing was visible beyond the
sinister glare of that almost stationary
green lantern.
“What think?” Barcus inquired in
a dubious undertone.
“No telling,” Alan replied in the
same manner. “All a chance.”
“You’ve got that gun handy?”—with
reference to the rifle of which they

Electric Light Bill
At the end of the month when the
bills come in for the electricity you
have used for lighting, many times one
feels as though the bill was too large.
Did you ever stop to think how many
more hours one burns the lamps at this
season of the year than they will six
months from now?
If you retire at 9 o’clock the year
around notice the difference in hours
necessary to burn your lamps. In June
you will require only about 40 minutes
light before going to bed.
Following
this same schedule of going to bed the
hours of darkness would be as follows
January, 157 hours; Feb, 115 hours;
March, 96 hours; April, 65 hours; May,
37 hours; June, 20 hours; July, 26 hours;
August, 50 hours; Sept, 82 hours; Oct,
117 hours; Nov, 152 hours; Dec, 175
hours.
It will be seen that while your bill in
June will be light, in December it
would be nearly nine times larger as it
would be necessary to keep the light
on nine times longer.—Lisbon Enter
prise.

Notice
The books of the town will close J anuary 30th. All bill« should be presented
on or before that date.
CHARLES C. PERKINS,
FRED W. JONES,
ABNER BOOTHBY, Selectmen.
Kennebunk, Me.. Jan, 13, 1915

A safe and sure way of saving
money and protecting your family
is to consult
A. W. MAXWELL,
Kennebunk, Me.
Write now before it is to late.

Notice
Notice is hereby given that the
books of the Electric Light De
partment will close for the year
1914. Monday, Feb. 1, 1915, all
accounts unpaid, after this date,will
be so listed in their report.
L. S. EDGCOMB,
I. H. WELLS,
F. M, LOWELL,
Committee.

DI NAN
The Jeweler and Optician
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You Will Need Money
for Christmas
Join our Christmas Club which starts
January 25th

46 WEEKS
In Class 2, pay 2c the 1st week, 4c the 2d week, 6c the 3d week, and so on for 46 weeks
and we will mail you a check two weeks before Christmas for $21.62 with interest.
Or in Class 5, pay 5c the 1st week, 10c the 2d week, 15c the 3d week, and so on, and we
will mail you a check two weeks before Christmas for $54.05 with interest.

You may Reverse the Order of Payments if you wish to da so
For instance, in Class 5, going up, the payments start with 5c and end with $2,30. It
you desire to do so, you may start with $2.30 the first week and pay 5c less every week until
the last week’s payment will be 5c. You may do the same in Class 2.

Should you prefer to pay an equal amount each week you can do so
In Class 50, the payments .are 50c each jveek for 46 weeks and two weeks before Christ
mas you will receive a check for $23,00 with interest.

In Class 100, the payments are $1.00 each week for 46 weeks and two weeks before
Christmas you will receive a check for $46.00 with interest.

Payments Must be Made Every Week or May be Made in Advance
Can you think of an easier way to provide money for Christmas presents ?
Join yourself—get everyone in the family to join. Show this to your friends and get.
them to join-

Everybody is Welcome to Join
The Christmas Club opens Monday, January 25th and you can join any time,
let us tell you all about our plans.

Call and

MAKE YOUR CHRISTHAS A MERRY ONE

Kennebunk Savings Bank
KENNEBUNK

-

-

-

MAINE

OFFICE HOURS:—9 toT2 and 1 to 3. Saturdays 9 to 12. Bank will be open for club
members Jan. 25, 26, 27, from 7 to 8 p. m. and from 2 to 3 p. m., Saturday, Jan. 30.
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A recital by the pupils of Leroy Nason
ported to the official, Mr. McCray, he
Lincoln-Dennett
said -they were not supposed to whistle
will be given at the studio next Tues
A
very
pretty home wedding occurred
at this crossing and refused to make
day evening.
food the wagon. Since that day how.
at
the
home
of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Mr. Derry Dow and Miss Marion ever wemptice the whistle is blown
The S itnper Paratus Slub held its
■
Miss Hill, of Goodwin’s Mills, will be Harrington, Fletcher street, at 6
regular meeting last week at the home Hutchins, daughter o£ Lester and Bar and more care exercised.
the guest tomorrow of Mr. and Mrs. o’clock this evening when Mrs. Har
of Miss Lillian Huff, where all enjoyed bara Hutchins, were married in Bidde Why do the electrics have whistles if
Charles W. Consens.
rington’s sister Miss Alice Loring
not to warn people? There is not one
a pleasant evening. Wednesday even ford by Rev. Mr. Walker.
motorman of our town and village who
Dennett became the bride of Mr. Ray
'
Electric
lights
have
been
installed
in
ing was observed as ‘ ‘Gentleman’s
Born Jan. 17th, to Mr. and Mrs. do not use every precaution and show
mond Emerson Lincoln of Rochester,
the
Elite
Club
rooms
in
the
Consens
everyone the courtesy they deserve.
Night” by the Club, at the home of Eugene Leech, a son.
Mrs. M. M. Freemen was a Kenhe- block on Summer street.
N. H. The ceremony was performed
Well, there are funny laws for the
one of the; members, Mrs. William
Chicken pox is very prevalent here. Atlantic Shore Line when a motorman bunk visitor last Wednesday.
by Rev. S. Elfred Leech the single
Stinson, where a bountiful supper Was Robert and Karl Meserve áre twó of is upheld in running anyone down
Several local poultry fanciers atA daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs. tended the poultry show in Biddeford ring service being used.
served and a most enjoyable evening its victims.
No one is really safe in the public high
The large front room was tastefully
C.
Ff
Hosmer
last
Wednesday.
way.
spent by all.
today and report a very valuable ex decorated for the occasion green
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Chisholm have
Philip
Andrews
is
the
guest
of
his
s
hibition.
foliage and white roses being used in
Miss Marion Woodbury of Haverhill, been here calling on friends. They have
brother, Harry Andrews, Summer St.
Mass., spent a part of last week with been stopping with Mr. Chisholm’s
Mrs. Mary Webb has been invited to profusion. The bridal couple entered
Entertaining Talk
The semi-annual meeting of the State! coach tbe dramatic club at Kennebunk- to the strains pf Lohengrin’s wedding
friends at the Cape.
mother at Beachwood. They return to
Board of Trade will be.held in Lewiston1 port for a play which is to be given in march played by Mrs. Lillian Hawley
Mexico
in
a
few
days.Wilbur. Emmons has been confined to
The History Club of Room 2, Butler March 11th.
and took places beneath three white
the near-future.
the house with the grippe.
School, entertained the members of
Ever use a cough plaster? Better try The buffing machine at the Counter wedding bells arranged in a green and
the English grades on Friday afternoon
The Ladies’ Auxiliary of the Atlantic
one today, and learn its merits. Fiske1 Works caught fire yesterday and ex white arch between two large windows.
in the room of Miss Clara H. Meserve,
Firemen’s Educational assosiation, will
The bride was charmingly attired in
sells them.
ploded but aside from a little excitement
one of the Eighth grade teachers and
meet this week with Mrs. Louis Nelson.
heavy embroidered white batiste the
Miss
Carrie
M.
Lucas
entertained
the
s
no
damage
resulted.
the
founder
of
the
club,
the
special
Seayey
and
Miss
Helen
ThompRay
veil being draped with white hyacinths
Postmaster and Mrs. L. E. Fletcher,
son were recently married, Both are feature being an entertaining talk by M. G. R. Club, at her home on Grove It is planned to hold a session of the and carried a bouquet of white earna
have been spending a week with friends
street,
Tuesday
evening.
of Kennebunkport and both graduates Miss Ella Clark of this city, formerly
District lodge of Good Templars with tions.
in Boston and vicinity.
of the K. P. H. S. They have tbe best ' librarian of the Kennebunk public li The rehearsal of the Kennebunk: Salus lodge in this village some time
The maid of honor, Miss Persis Haw
Mrs., Edna Nunan of Matinicus, with wishes of friends.
brary, who took for her subject a re Festival Chorus will be held Friday’ early in February.
ley wore a gown of pink flowered ma
her little son, returned to the home of
’ George Grant, an old citizen of Ken cent trip through the West, including evening of this week at 6:45.
A special car to West Kennebunk af- terial and Carried a bouquet of pink
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
nebunkport, died last Saturday at' his Yellowstone Park.
;
ter
the minstrel show next Friday night carnations.
Principal
Rush
of
the
Kennebunkport
Wagner, last Saturday.
Miss Clark has an engaging person
The groom ’wore the conventional
home in the Wildes’ district. His age
will
run as far as the Joshua Clark
High School, gave two excellent address
black and was attended by his brother
Mrs. J. Frank Seavey on the High was about 75 years. He was cared for ality and is a brilliant speaker. She es at the Baptist Church last Sunday.
placé to leave passengers.
Harold Lincoln. .
land was in Boston last week on busi by his niece, Mrs. Lottie Gardner. A has not only travelled extensively^ but
Particular ladies apprecieate Gold
The couple received many handsome
ness.
lady preacher, who is a Spiritualist as posesses the ability to present her ex Mrs. Charles Hood, who has been Bond Sterilseptic Toilet Powder. It is
Mrs. Harry Townsend of Saco, with sisted at the funeral services, Mr. periences in graphic and forceful lan seriously ill at her home on Water different. Bold only in Kennebunk by and useful gifts of china, silverware,
etc.
her infant daughter, spent last week Grant leaves several nieces and nephew. guage and in a manner peculiarly her street, is now able to be up and about. Fiske, the druggist.—Adv.
After the ceremony refreshments of
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Our mail carrier came very near be own. On this occasion her talk was Do not experiment! We have a corn The Kennebunk high school basket
happily adapted to the requirements remedy that we guarantee to give sat
ice cream and cake were served and the
Verrill.
ing killed last week when the electric
ball team meets the fast Biddeford wedding cake made by Edward Har
of her audience being not only instruc
The “Jolly Ten Club,” spent last car struck his covered wagon as he was tive but enlivened throughout by isfaction. Fiske, the druggist,—Adv. high quintette at. National hall, Bidde
rington cut.
1 Wednesday in Kennebunk, at the home about to cross the track near. Lintelle touches of humor. Incidentally Miss
Mrs. W. H. Pitts of Wells, who has ford, tomorrow night, and « fast, exDeparture was made on the 7.36 train
I of Mrs. G. W. Mitchell, where they Hutchin’s crossing. Mr. Hadlock was
break
bedn
suffering
a
nervous
citing game is anticipated.
war,
west for a brief visit in Lynn on the
in his mail wa^on and did noi hear or Clark spoke of the European
had a most enjoyable time.
describing the soldiers as she had seen down, has gone to Salem, N, H,, for a Representative Waterhouse has in return from which the couple will re
? - j Mrs. Albert Moody spent a part of see the car as it came from the village them in Germany and France this sum few weeks.
troduced a bill into the legislature t9 side in Rochester..
last week with friends in Haverhill, and the motorman did not whistle and mer.
Howard Hatch and family have incorporate the town of North Kenne Those present were:
did
not
stop
his
car
when
he
could
see
Mass.
At the close of her recital the speaker moved into the tenement recently va bunkport in case the town of Kenne
Mr: and Mrs. Frank H. Towne
| Mr. and Mrs. Harold Davis, with the rig for a long distance. The first was made the recipient of a bouquet of cated by L. A. Littlefield and owned by bunkport is divided at this session,
■ Mr. and Mrs. Henry Porter
intimation
Mr.
Hadlock
had
of'
the
car
Mr
and Mrs. Edward Harrington
their young son George, Mrs. Almon
flowers by the members of the club in J. W. Bowdoin.
The trial in the Suprême Court at
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dennett
Davis and Mrs. James Wheeler have coming when it crashed into his front token of their appreciation together
Saco of Wesein Dobrolester for the
Frank Dennett ''
(returned to their homes in Annisquam, wheel, breaking it out the shaft. The with the enthusiastic applause of all . Notwithstanding the -bad walking
Mr. Card
car came up from behind the carrier
last Sunday the local churches were murder of Napoleon Henry, a Bidde
Mass.
present.
—
Sunday
Telegram.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Carter
just as he was about to cross the track.
well attended at both the morning and ford baker on Jan. 4, is the first mur
Mrs. Fred Titcomb and daughter
Had he been oa the track it must have
der trial in this County for 14 years.
evening services.
Cordelia.
killed either the horse or carrier. They
Miss Iva Porter’
The
Webhannet
Club
J
will
meet
were not injured but it will cost a big
The Mousam Manufacturing Com
Miss Elsie Waterhouse
sum tv repair damages. When reMonday
afternoon
at:
3
o
’
clock
with
pany is at present running on full time.
' Miss Gladys Blumenstock
Mrs. Mabel Huff
A 53-hour week had been in effect for Mrs. G. W. Goodnow. The program
will
consist
of
musical
readings
by
Mrs. John Porter
the past few months.'
Dr. Lathan True and Miss Frances Mrs. Ada Reynolds
Harold Lincoln
Mrs. Small, of Dorchester,Mass., was True of Portland.
Mrs. Lillian Hawley. I
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. V. Gil Mrs. Elias Consens is suffering with a Miss
Persis Hawley
man Fiske on Monday returning to her severe eye affliction which renders it
home Tuesday morning.
impossible for her to read, sew, or even
Towne - Junkins
Judge and Mrs. Harold H. Bourne perform ordinary household duties. Dr.
At the home of the bride’s parents in
are receiving congratulations on the Lord is in attendance.
West Kennebunk, on Tuesday after
birth of a daughter, Dorothy Rose, on
Wyman Hill, an employe at Oak noon
at 2 o’clock,- occurred the mar
Bunday, January 24th.
Grove farm, Clifford .Tibbetts, proprie riage of Miss Myra Belle Junkins,
A powerful purifier of the blood -is tor. Lyman, took a poison tablet by daughter of Mr& and Mrs. Horace A.
Red Clpver Compound, the kind that mistake Sunday afternoon and came ;Junkins, to Mr. Maurice Esmond
of the same pláce. Mr. Towne
Fiske, the druggist, sells, Satisfac- near losing his life us a result. As : Towne,
is employed in the twine factory and is
soon as the mistake was‘discovered well known. Miss Junkins is a favorite
tion guaranteed.—Adv.
Miss Genevieve Dwinal of Auburn, a Drs. Farrell and Ferguson were called among the younger set of the place.
ceremony was conducted by Rev.
‘
former teacher in the Kennebunk High and the prompt use ot a stomach pump The
S. E. Leech, pastor of the local church,
School, spent the past week-end- in resorted to with good effect, Mr. Hill !the single ring . service being used.
1
relatives of the groom and bride
town, the guest of Miss Ethel Lovely. soon recovering from the effects of Only
were present as guests. These included
' ' ,
Ransom Nason had the misfortune to the poison.
the parents of the ‘ bride; Mrs. L. Roy
M. E. Church Notes
break his left leg this afternoon while
Varney, of Berlin, N. H.,mother of the
groom;
Mrs. Sarah Junkins, Miss
working loading logs for James M.
Mead in the woods near West Kenne “A Mathematical Mystery, Mastered Costella A. Junkins, Mrs. William E.
Towne, and Mrs. Harlan Taylor, of
bunk.
by Malachi” will bè the subject of the Ale wive. The couple were the recip
Blanche R. Fearon (Furbueh.) was pastor’s sermon next Sunday afternoon. ients of a number of ornamental and
granted a divorce, at the January term In the evening the Chorus will lead in useful presents, including a considera
sum of money. They will ¡remain
Of court held at Saco, Maine,. from the praise service and the pastor will ble
at home as the bride has only recently
John J. Fearon, of 519 Elm St., Bidde give another of his “Talks, ” this time recovered from a severe illness and a
ford, Maine.
his subject will be “The Key To The tour would be unadvisable. For the
present they will reside in the family
The sewing school conducted by the Wealth of the Universe.”
of Mr. Horace Junkins.
W. C. T. U for younger children has The Organ Fund is growing.^ The
opened for the winter with an enroll willing response of thepeopie and many
Local Water Supply Pure
ment of 31. Sessions are held each friends give assurance that the entire
Saturday afternoon at the Unitarian amount necessary will be subscribed at
State of Maine
vestry. Different articles of clothing an early date; There is no longer any
Laboratory of Hygiene
are made under the direct supervision doubt of the success of'the effort.
Augusta
of Mrs. ‘William Barry, Mrs. Sarah L.
HIS busy, progressive nation is today at standing, the more intimate comradeship that the
The ‘Ladies Aid Society will hold a
January 18th, 1915.;
i the dawn of a new era of commercial "human voice establishes. The neighborliness of
Cram and: others these articles being social at the homo of Mr. and Mrs. A.
■ ■ and social development. The means by a whole nation is advanced by the brushing away
retained by the makers.
■J. Taylor on Thursday evening All are: Mousam Water Co.,
■LM| which the human .voice, with its slightest of the physical restraints of centuries.
Kennebunk, Me.
Fifty-one
members
of
Unity
lodge,
invited. Come and enjoy a social even
This
contribution
to
the
future
happiness
and
inflections and indications of personality,
Gentlemen: — Analysis of the
K.
of
P
,
of
Saco,
including
the
degree
ing.
Refreshments
will
be
served.
prosperity
of
a
more
closely
united
people
has
can be carried across the continent instantly,
winter sample of water from your
team of that lodge, visited Myrtle A meeting pf the official Board was
have been provided. Talking by telephone from not been brought about, however, by the over
public supply, sent to me on the
coming
of
a
few
isolated,
concrete
difficulties.
lodge last Friday evening the round held at the parsonage, last evening.
the Atlantic to the Pacific is flow an accomplished
12th instant, shows the water to
Its success has depended upon the exercise of
fact.
.trip being made by special car. The The parsonage'committee reported the
be in good condition to use for all
The celebration of this latest and greatest the highest engineering and technical skill and
degree
team
worked
the
page
degree
installation of the new hot water heat domestic purposes. There is no
triumph in the art of telephony has just taken the solution was found only in the cumulative ef
In a manner that called forth the high ing plant in the parsonage, at the cost evidence of contact of the water
- place. Within a short time the public will have, fect of improvements great and small, in tele
est commendation. After the instal of $430, with all bills paid. This follows with sewage wastesj or with pol
' ready for its use, the product of American phone, transmitter, line, cable, switchboard, and
every other piece of apparatus or pldnt required
lation an excellent supper consisting of the installation of electric lights last luted surface wash. The water is
brains, American initiative and American scien in
the transmission of speech.
baked beans, salads, cake, puddings spring; and now the church has one*.of in normal condition for this season
tific and technical skill, a transcontinental tele
In this work the experimental and research
and coffee was served by the Pythian the finest equipped ¡parsonages in the of the year, and is both a safe and
phone service, the equal of which is not even department
the Bell System of which this
Sisters about 180 being seated at the Conference. A coat of paint on the out satisfactory one to usé for drinking
approached in all the other nations of the world. Company is of
a part, has been engaged ever Since
tables.
It is a splendid scientific achievement of the the telephone became a commercial possibility,
side is now needed, Then the buildings purposes, Very truly yours,
very highest character. The power that sends less than 40 years ago. With no traditions to
The Rev. David B. Holt, D. S, of will be in perfect condition.
H. D. Evans,
the human voice out oyer the telephone is scarcely follow and no experience to guide, this depart
Portland Dist. will Visit Kennebunk The Organ Committee made a gratify
Director.
greater than that of a breath, yet. the means ment, which is now directed by a staff of over
next week. He will hold the Fourth ing report of the progress of their work,
have been provided by which this tiny, almost 550 engineers and scientists, including former
Quarterly Corference of the Church in and stated that they had contracted
Automobiles
imaginary impulse, made up of as many as 2,000 professors, post graduate students, scientific in
West Kennebunk on Tuesday evening, with the Estey Organ Co , of Brattle
separate - vibrations a second, can be picked up vestigators—the graduates of 140 universities—
We have a number of usecf cars
.Feb.*2nd, and at the church here on boro, Vt., for the organ, to be ready
by a delicate instrument, conserved over a dis has created an entirely new art—the art of tele
tance of 3,400 miles, and reproduced perfectly phony, and has given to the people of this coun
Wednesday evening, Feb. 3rd. These for use on or before March 27th and both runabout and touring cars at
and instantly across the continent. The human try a telephone' service that has no equal.
are the business sessions at which the that $191.25 was yet to be secured to good trades, either cash of easy
voice has been made to travel as fast as light,
churches take action regarding the pas pay for the organ and accessories. This terms, or will exchange. We will
It has required vast expenditures of money
faster than sound unaided by technical apparatus; and immense concentration of effort, but these
tor for the coming conference year, does not include a few minor changes overhaul your car or do repair work
indeed, it rivals THOUGHT even, in the swift have been justified by results of immeasurable
as well as the time for the annual I and slight repairs that will be necessary at about half price from now until
ness of its flight.
benefit to the public. The transcontinental tele
reports. It is hoped that there will be to prepare for its installation. After April ist. Clark Machinery Ag
The imagination can but feebly grasp, much phone line, 3,400 miles long, joining the Atlantic
a large attendance.
other routine business the meeting ad ency, Ross block, Kennebunk, Me.
less attempt to measure, the far-reaching signifi and Pacific, is part of the Bell System of 21,000,000
The other day as I was passing by journed, A pleasant social time was
cance of such a tremendous accomplishment. miles of wire connecting 9,000,000 telephone sta
Farm For Sale
Sunny Side Farm 1 noticed several enjoyed before the company broke up.
One hundred million people will have for their tions, located everywhere throughout the United.
daily use a system of communication that knows States. Composing this system are the American
couple skating, there was Mr. and Mrs.
ôn account of death of owner, with
no East, no West, no North, no South. Dialects, Telephone and Telegraph Company and As
Leonard-Davis, Mr. Seavey, and upon The annual New Year’s tree held by or without stock, tools and bouse- .
provincialisms, sectional prejudices, must event sociated Companies and connecting companies,
looking closer I saw my old school mate Salus-lodge of Good Templars in con hold goods, 50 acres land, large
ually yield to the closer union, the better under- giving universal service to 100,000,000 people.
and friend, Art Somers.
He was nection with its regular meeting last orchard, good buildings; will sell
doing the new steps such as the Lame I1 evening was a very successful -and en farm for $1650 or all for $1950,
Duck, Maxixe and others. I asked him ’joyable affair. The various presents
$35° down, balance on time. “F/’
Truly, This is The Triumph of Science
if he knew flour was going up, ’ he were taken from the tree and sold the box 363, Kennebunk^ Me.
said O no, he grew plenty of corn on proceeds being used to pay for the
his place. I asked him if he knew electric lights. During the evening the
For Sale
that the biggest part of Europe was at : following officers for the ensuing year
war, he said he hadn’t been to Boston i were nominated:
American Real Estate Company
for 20 years. Seeing that he was a C. T.—Mrs. Freeman Hutchins
Ten Year 6 per cent. Coupon
man that was in the habit of saying V. T.—Mrs. Mary Littlefield
Bonds and International Textbook
(Ish-ka-bibble) I started on my way.
Chaplain—Mary Stevens
Company Stock bought or sold on
After all Art is much happier not Treasurer—Maud Robinson
attractive basis. Inquiries solicit
Guard—Miss Ruth Littlefield
worrying about anything than the poor J.
ed. Malcolm S- Winslow, Invest
T.—LaUra Hicks .
fellows that never see the bright side of The installation ceremony wili be ment Securities, 820 Stevens Ave,
anything.
Portland, Me.
held next Tuesday evening.
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And he nerved himself to bear the
reproaches of his partner.
“Nobble,” he said, when the other
had ended his harangue, “there’s only
one thing to be done. We must get
Miss - Gregory married.” ,
“Yes, I’ve thought of that,” answered
Nobble, with melancholy demeanor.
By GEORGE BURROUGHS.
“You remember Cleaves, the good-look
kWWUUUUWUUWUWWUHt ing bookkeeper we used to have? 4
Henry Nobble, senior partner of the moved his desk up next to hers, you
firm
of Nobble & Black, brought his know. He had a taking way with
PAYS TO HAVE SHADE TREES
fist down upon the mahogany table women.”
“He left, though,” answered Black.
with a crash of self-emphasis which1
Their Worth to the Owners of Prop“Yes. Dindn’t give any reasons,
showed plainly enough that he was not
• erty Can Be Shown in Actual
either. Well, Black, the only thing 1
a
married
man.
Dollars and Cents.
“Black, Miss Gregory; has got to go,” 'can think of is for you to marry her.”
“Me!” shouted Black. “Why, I’m
he
declaimed.
If a real estate dealer tells you that
never going to marry. You marry her,
Andrew
Black
looked
up
at
his
part

the house or building lot you are think,
Nobble.”
ing of buying is worth several Kun- ner with a melancholy smile.
“I’ll toss you for her,” said Nobble,
“I know she has, Noble, but who’s
dred dollars more because it is well
feebly.
going
to
do
the
trick?
”
he
asked.
supplied with shade trees, don’t be too
“Nothing of the sort,” shouted Black
sure that he is trying ' to take
“I tried it last Christmas, and all “You’re a crabby old bachelor, Noh
advantage of you until you have she got was a raise of salary,” said ble. It’ll do you good to have a wife—
counted and measured the trees. Very Black. “You try.”
a fine, spirited, capable, managing
probably he may be telling the truth,
“But I can’t think of any excuse,” woman like Miss Gregory. Besides,
for it has lately been discovered that protested Nobble. “I can’t pretend then, she’ll give up her position.”
the right kind of trees do increase the that we’re getting into deep water, be
“I’ll see you—” began Nobble, but,
.value of a piece of real estate.
cause she knows more about the firm’s without finishing the sentence, he re
In order, to determine the value of finances that we do. .And, anyway, turned to his own desk and sat there,
trees in residential districts the Mas after 15 years’ service we couldn’t fire
absorbed in thought.
sachusetts Forestry association re her without a real reason.”
It was a singular thing, but the idea
cently sought the advice of a number
“Then let her stay,” said Black with of Miss Gregory as a wife appealed
of practical real estate men. These resignation.
far more to Mr. Nobble than as busi
men were asked this question: “How
“But she’s so abominably officious, ness director. Mr. Nobble suspected
much, in your judgment, do full-grown Black,” protested Nobble. “She’s so
that Miss Gregory might have quite
shade trees along the street improve strong-minded that she’s got to the
human characteristics outside the at
the value of the adjoining land for point where she runs the whole shop. mosphere of office work.. In brief, be
house lots?”
She won’t let me do anything I want to fore a month had gone by he had ap
The majority of answers ranged do. Of course; I admit she is a wom
proached Miss Gregory from anothei
from 10 to 50 per cent, while some an of sound judgment—in fact, a treas
angle and had fallen in love with his
went so far as to state that a house ure, but—”
idea.
lot would be worth 100 per cent more
“But this is our business, Nobble,
He did not say anything to Black,
if full-grown shade trees were standing in front of it. A fair average of and not Miss Gregory’s, and we want and yet he began to be conscious of a
the answers held that trees would the fun of managing it ourselves,’’ said new and almost unknown sentiments
improve the value of the adjoining Mr. Black. “Well, I’ll tackle her jealousy—whenever he. saw Miss Greg
again.”
ory’s pretty head in close relationship
land 40 per cent.
“Get her out,” said Nobble. “I don’t to Mr. Black’s iron-gray one. Mr
Expert' tree appraisers say that a
shade tree in good condition and well ..care how you do it. And, when she’s Black seemed to be utilizing Miss
placed - is worth $1 per square inch gone, no more strong-minded women in Gregory’s services a good deal more
than he used to do. And presently il
of cross-section measured at breast our employment.”
Miss Ada Gregory would have been began to dawn upon Nobble that he
height. At that rate, a tree one foot
in diameter is worth $113, while a surprised and distressed beyond meas had a rival in Black.
If that was the case, he must es
tree two feet in diameter is worth ure could she have heard this conver
sation between her employers. Miss tablish his suit at the earliest moment
$452.
For the sake of illustration, sup Gregory might have been ^trong- possible. And he chose a day when
pose that we take a good-sized house minded, but she was certainly pretty. Miss Gregory and he were to have a
lot, 50 by 100, or 5,000 square feet, She had entered the firm 15 years be- consultation on the half-yearly bal
ance sheet.
worth .251 cents a foot. The land value
“Miss Gregory,” he began, when they
worth $.25 a foot. The land value is
is $1,250. If the trees are spaced 50
were seated together at his desk, “let
feet apart on the street there would
us put this matter by for a moment
be one tree in front of the property.
There is something I want to say to
The free is two feet in diameter and
you. Did you ever think of—think oi
worth $452, which would increase the
getting—er—married. Miss Gregory?’1
value of the lot 36 per cent.
Miss Gregory started and fixed hei
blue eyes on his. And in them there
was unmistakably fear.
RULES FOR THE GOOD CITIZEN
“Put it in a business way,” continued
Nobble, nerved for his plunge. “Yon
Ten Commandments Formulated by
are attractive and capable. And you
Mrs. Moses «L. Purvin of the
know that marriage takes a woman
Chicago Woman’s Aid.
into her proper sphere, out of the ’dis
tracting details of business life.’’
1 Thou shalt honor thy, city and
Suddenly Miss Gregory did some
keep its laws.
thing that she had never been known
2. Remember thy cleaning day and
to do in her life before—she put hei
keep it wholly.
handkerchief to her eyes and burst
3. Thou shalt love and cherish they
into tears.
children and provide for them decent
And,' as Mr. Nobble strove vainly to
homes and playgrounds.
console her, he heard the harsh Voice
4. Thou shalt not keep thy windows
of Black hissjn his ears:
closed day or night.
“You scoundrel!” hissed the junloi
5. Thou shalt keep in order thy al
partner. “What do you mean by mak
ley, thy back yard, thy hall and thy
ing Miss Gregory cry?”.
stairway. ‘ “
“I didn’t!” exclaimed Nobble. “But
6. Thou shalt'not kill thy children’s “Did You Ever Think of—Think of suppose I did, what’s that to you?
bodies with poisonous air nor their
Getting—Er—Married, Miss Greg Don’t I pay her? Haven’t I got a right
souls with bad companions.
ory?’’
to make her cry if I want to?”
7. Thou shalt not let the wicked
“No, you haven’t,” answered Black;
fore, as a cash girl, with the determina ferociously. “And I’ll tell you why-.
fly live.
tion
to
become
a
controlling
influence
8. Thou shalt not s+eal thy children’s
Because it is my intention to ask Miss
in JtJjpfore she reached middle age.
right to happiness from them.
Gregory to become—”
All her lite was bound up with Nob
_>9. Thou shalt bear witness against
“Miss Gregory!” exclaimed Mr. Nob
ble & Black. She became first steno ble in anguish, “be frank with us.
thy neighbor’s rubbish heap.
grapher,
then
private
secretary
to
Nob

10. Thou shalt covet all the air and
Think of your long years of connection
ble and Black successively, then as With this firm. Let us all have a heartSunlight thou canst obtain.
sistant manager. From that post she to-heart talk together.’’
was nominally promoted to business
Miss Gregory raised her anguished
Know Your Own Back Lot?
director, being really shunted into a
Do you, denizen of the suburb, know sinecure. In vain. Miss Gregory re eyes and fixed them oh each partner
your own countryside? In that patch fused to stay put, and created a new alternately.
“O, I have done wrong, I know, con
of woods back of your home there are department of more importance than
cealing it,” she wept. “I meant to tell
wonders beyond compare—wild things any other.
you, but I couldn’t muster up courage
that would be neighborly if you’d let
This was an excellent thing for the And I have come*to you both so often;
them, flowers that are growing as na
firm, but Miss Gregory acted as if she prepared to offer my resignation, and
ture planned them; and that are quite
was the firm. “She won’t let us have I couldn’t hurt your feelings by doing
as beautiful as any so carefully tended
a run for our money,” was the way so. You never understood me.”
in the greenhouses of your wealthy
Nobble pathetically put it.'
“Miss Gregory!” exclaimed both
neighbor across thé street. Go to a
“Mr. Black would like to see you, partners simultaneously.
near by woodland (better still if it’s
Miss Gregory,” said the head office boy
“Every 'time I wanted to resign you
a bit swamp) some twilight, soon, and
deferentially.
raised my salary, and how could I con
listen to the evening songs of the
Miss Gregory went into Mr. Black’s fess that I was a married woman and
feathered folk. You don’t know what,
office
and sat down before him, looking wanted to be at home, when you
music you may hâve without price un
at him with a direct gaze which con thought me so necessary to the firm?
til you’ve done this. Explore some of
siderably disconcerted the junior part I married Mr. Cleaves eight months
the little streams that meander^
ago.”
through meadow and wood. Learn to ner.
“Ahem, Miss Gregory!” he began,
“Miss Gregory!” cried Mr. Nobble,
name the birds and the flowers, clas
sify the rocks and the soils—and look playing with his ruler, “Mr. Nobble: deeply shocked.
“Miss Gregory!” Wailed Mr. Black.
up to stars now and then. See Amer and I have been thinking about your
“But I’ll stay with you,”, she con
ica first? Surely, that’s a fine deter future. We are agreed that your
chances
with
a
small
firm
like
ours
tinued. “It wouldn’t be right to the
mination. But see your own country
side even before you see the rest of do not amount to what they ought to.” firm, after all these years, to go away
“Never mind that, Mr. Black,” inter from you—at least, not for a year or
the United States.—The Countryside
posed Miss Gregory suavely. “I’m go two longer, while you are getting used
Magazine.
ing to make this a very big firm in tq the idea. And now that Mr. Nobble
deed, some day. Now, I have a has found me out, there is going to be
Public Furnaces.
scheme—”
a better understanding among us, and
A splendid way to keep the streets
“Excuse me, Miss Gregory,” Mr. I shall take a more earnest share in
free from waste paper, rubbish, etc., Black interrupted, “but the suggestion
the business.”
has been established in Glendale, near I wanted to make is this: If you
And it was not until Miss Gregory
Los Angeles, Cat The. city has built Would like to take a three months’ va had gone away to powder her noise
public incinerators or catch-all fur cation oh full salary and look around that the partners realized she was still
naces in the alleys back of its business you—”
with them.
blocks. Four of these, paid for by an
“Why, my dear Mr. Black, I look
(Copyright, 1914, by W. G. Chapman.)
assessment levied oh the merchants, around me every day of my life” an
have not only solved the rubbish prob swered Miss Gregory. “However, I
The Cabbala.
lem', but have reduced the danger of think the idea a good one. I will ac
The Cabbalists were a sect of Jew
fire from promiscuous bonfires. The cept the .holiday in part—that is to. ish-, philosophers who exercised great
furnaces aré built of brick and do not say, I shall come down only in the influence upon the mental develop
need watching while a fire is burning afternoons, and look about for ideas in ment of the Hebrews in the ninth to
inside. They are four feet high with the mornings. When the time is ended the seventeenth century. The teach
a chimney portion extending one foot no doubt I shall return to my full day’s ings of the Cabbalists were a mingling
above the main furnace Rubbish to work with a number of innovations to of Talmudism and Greek philosophy,
be burned is dumped into the furnace suggest.”
especially Neo-Platonism.
through a 27-inch hole, covered with
Mr. Black looked at Miss Gregory,
a two-inch wire screen, in the top. and, realizing his failure, groaned.
Jolting Started Clock.
A good draft is secured by a draft
“What is the matter, Mr. Black?” in
Moving a clock a distance of a mile
hole at the bottom, and the chiminey quired Miss Gregory in alarm. “You from one house to another in Way
flue is Covered with, a wire screen. are not feeling well?. Can I get you—” cross, Ga., caused it to resume work
The chief advantages of the furnaces
“A touch of headache,” said the after it had lain idle for seven years.
are that -they aré always ready for junior partner. “That will be all, Jewelers had failed to itart it going,
use and are perfectly safe.
Miss Gregory; thank you.”
but the ’jolting succeeded.
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WESTERN CANADA'S OFFER IS
AMERICA’S OPPORTUNITY

WITH THEM

GROW GRAINS kN WESTERN CAN
ADA, ENJOY AN EXCELLENT
CLIMATE AND MAKE
MONEY.

TTARWOOD

RED-MAN
COLLAR
EARL R WILSON,
MAKERS OF TROY'S BEST PRODUCT,

NAVARRE
HOTEL

7th Av. at 38th St

NEW
YORK
CENTRE OF
EVERYTHING
ROOM WITH BATH, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50
ROOMS, 2 PERSON, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00

A Penn Safety Razor for Each Guest
Valuable Colored Map of New York Gratis

F-DGAR T, SMITH. Managing Director

BIG CHRISTMAS PACKAGE

1 Imitation Gold Tooth, i Double-Throat, . A
I Roll of Stage Mdn.ey, Chess and Checker 1|j
Game;Fox and Geese, Nine Men Morris, |B |gl
Authors. Introduction Game, Spanish Prls I
on, Dominoes, 14 Flirtation Signals, 12 Gay B BBS*
Love Letters,-73 Toasts, 16 Feats in Parlor ■ “
Magic, 7 Fortune Telling Secrets, 10 Funny Readings.
16 Tricks With Cards, 40 Amusing Experiments in
Magic, i New Gypsy Fortune Teller, 62 Money Maklng8ecrets,250 Jokes and Riddles. 12 Flirtation Cards14 Pictures of Married Life,61 Verses of Comic Poetry
and 11 Parlor Pastimes, a whole year's amusements
•arid the whole thing for only 10c. Send at once as this
offerisforSOdays only Kogers ft Roth, 82A Union Sq. N.Y.

BOYS-GIRLS

Earn a premium selling 12 novelties for ns at 26c
each; Send your name arid address today and we
will immediately send you the novelties to sell.
When sold return our $3 arid we will send you the pre
mium you choose the same day. H.C.8tarr,Coalmont^*,

Photos Enlarged for Xmas

81.00 and we enlarge to size 11x11. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Thomas Merc. Co., New Britain, Conn.
TV---».
V«» Steam and Water Boilers and
I/lrcCI IO lull supplies, send for .price list.

SMITH BROTHERS CO., GLOUCESTER, MASS.

Light, Profitable Work Write us-for^full par

ticulars at once.

FKRN ft POOB CO., Neirbnrjport, Mmi,

Only a Lock of Golden Hair w°ceinsanPdoSwidC
FRED M. BBYANT, Orr’ff Island, Maine

Gray Hair Restored
“WALNUTTA HAIR STAIN”
Restores Gray, Streaked or Bleached
Hair or Moustache Instantaneously.
Gives any shade from light brown
to black. Does not wash or rub off.

Contains no poisons and is not sticky
nor greasy. Sold by all druggists,
or we will send you a Trial Size for
20c., postpaid, large size (eight times as much) 60c. It
your druggist don’t sellit send direct to us; Send thè
yellow -wrapper from two bottles purchased from drug
gist and we will give you a full-size bottle for nothing.
WALNUTTA CO., 2208 Clark Ave;, St. Louis, Mo.
fiend This Advertisement and GET FREE SAMPLE.

Hens His Application.

“Here’s a Swiss named Egg who
lives in New York petitioning to have
his name changed.”
“Sort of an egg shake, eh! What’s
the trouble?”
“He and his wife have four chil
dren, and his family is constantly re
ferred to as ’the half-dozen Eggs.’
.He claims his yolk is too heavy to
be borne.”
“Why doesn’t he lay for his tor
mentors?’
“it appears that he did once and
got beaten, whipped to a froth.. Poor
Egg could bare scramble home.”—Bos
ton Transcript.

FOR SKIN-TORTURED BABIES.
A hot bath with Cutfcura Soap fol
lowed by a light application of Ciiticura Ointment, gently rubbed on the
surface, afford ipamediate relief and
point to speedy healment of sleep-de
stroying eczemas, rashes, itchings’,
burnings, scalings and crustings of
the skin and scalp of infants and chil
dren, bringing rest to worn-out, anx
ious mothers and peace to distracted
households. For free sample each with
32 p. Skin Book, address postcard Cuticura, Dept. X, Boston.. Sold every
where.—Adv.
Brought It Upon Himself.

With the European wheat fields
desolated, and 'the farming popula
tion more than decimated, there will
be for a number of years a demand for
food products that has not been ex
perienced in the memory of the pres
ent generation. Everyone regrets the
horrible war that has brought this
about; Its effects are felt not only in
Europe, but in every part of the
American continent.
Many lines of
business have been hurt, but only
temporarily it is hoped.
Financial
stringency is being talked of. There
is a way of overcoming these things;
and Western Canada offers the solu
tion in its immense agricultural area,
when the possibility of retrieving
losses, making assured gains, and at
the same time becoming a factor in
providing the world with the one
great requisite—wheat—is so pro
nounced that it cannot be overlooked.
There are several ways in which
excellent farming lands can be se
cured in the provinces of Manitoba,
Saskatchewan or Alberta, and also
British Columbia.
In the first place the offer of the
Dominion Government of 160 acres of
land free to the settler is something
not given by any other country. Con
ditions of settlement are easy. Live
upon the land six months in each year,
for a period of three years, cultivate
about thirty acres, and erect , a habit
able house.
Instead of cultivation,
the keeping of a certain number of
head of cattle will carry with it the
same value.
Many of these home
steads may be had in the open prairie
area, where every acre can be put
under cultivation, but to the man with
limited means, in the park area, lying
north of the central portion of three
of the provinces named, there is af
forded the best chance. In this park
country are beautiful groves of popjar
and willow, small lakes , and streams,
and sufficient open area to enable one
to go into immediate cultivation for
crops of wheat, bats, barley and flax,
any one of which does wonderfully
well, giving prolific yields.
In due
time when more land is’ required for
cultivation, these groves may be cut
down at small cost. In the meantime,
however, they have been valuable in
providing fuel and shelter for cattle,
which thrive wonderfully on the wild
grasses that grow in abundance.
Another plan is to purchase from
some of the railway companies who
hold large tracts, or from some re
sponsible land company. The prices
asked are exceedingly low and the
terms easy. Whether one may decide
to locate in the open prairie area or
in the park country the. land will be
found to be of the, same general tex
ture, a rich black or chocolate colored
loam on a clay subsoil.
Again attention is drawn to the fact
of the great opportunities for farming
that are offered in Western Canada.
Already'a number of holders of tracts
of land there, who are residents of,
the United States—business men, mer
chants, lawyers, bankers—meh of fore
sight and keen knowledge of busi
ness, have decided, to cultivate the
lands they have been holding Tor
speculation and wait no longer for a
buyer to turn up. They are acting
wisely.
Canadian laws are as fair and just
as can be found in the civilized world.
Military service is not compulsory,
nor is there: one ounce of coercion
used. Anything that is given to Great
Britain whether in money or men is
entirely voluntary. There is no draft
ing nor conscription of any kind. Al
ready over sixty thousand of the
young, men of Canada have volun
teered for service, and thirty-five
thousand have gone forward, many of
these having left their farms in their
love for Great Britain and a desire to
fight-for their country. As a conse
quence, many farms may be left un
tilled. Therefore Canada invites oth
ers to come iff and take their places.
This then is the opportunity for the.
American who wishes to better his
own condition,—Advertisement.

Backache Spells Danger
Do you know that yoür bad back may
be merely a hint Of some hidden, deepseated kidney disorder ? Census records
Show that deaths from kidney disorders
have increased 72% in 20 'years. People
can’t seem to realize that the first pain
in the back, the first disorder of the
Urine, demands instant attention—that it
may be a signal of coming rheumatism,
gravel, dropsy or fatal Bright’s disease.
The best prevention of serious kidney
disorders is prompt treatment—the best
medicine is Doan’s Kidney Pills.
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Picture
Tells a Story”

Mrs. J; E. Camp<■ bell, 168 Beach St.,
A Revere, Mass., says:
“I was at death's
door with a bad case
' of kidney trouble. I
had'' awful
pains
across my back and
my limbs and joints
were terribly swol
len. The kidney se
cretions were Unnat
ural and I was nerv
ous
and
restless.
-Doctors were unable
to help me. On a
.
friend’s
advice I
used Doan’s Kidney Pills and in a short
time was able to get around. Five boxes
completely cured me and for years I have
been without any sign of the trouble.”

Get Doan’s at Any Store. 50c a Box

DOAN’S

kpiidi.Vsy

FOSTER-MILBURN CO„ BUFFALO. N.Y.

Never Fails
to give beautiful color to
GRAY HAIR
More than a half century of success. If your
dealer hasn’t it, send $1.00 and a large bottle
will be sent you by parcel post.
MRS. S. A. ALLEN, 55 Barclay St., NewYork

Renews0YoujrYouthfurAppearancè

The Wretchedness •
of Constipation
Can-quickly be overcome by.

; Ji

CARTER’S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS.
Purely vegetable J
—act surely and
arters
gently on the
®ITTLE
liver. Cure
iver
Biliousness,
iPH-LS.
Headache,
Pizzi- .
I
ness, and Indigestion. They de their duty.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
Genuine must bear Signature

C
R

Now in

SPECIAL TO WOMEN
The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal of all antiseptics is ?

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.
As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
in treating catarrh, inflammation or
Ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine ills it has no equal.
For ten years the Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine
in their private correspondence with
women, which proves its superiority.
Women who have been cured say
it is “worth its weight in gold.” At
druggists. 50c. large box, or by mail.
¡The Paxton Toilet Co,» Boston, Mass.

there:

Half a

Serious Charge.

“What’s the trouble at Wombat’s
house?”
“Wombat accuses his wife of using
dumdum biscuit.”
TOUR OWN DRUGGIST WIIX TEIX YOU
Try Murine Bye Remedy for Red, Weak, Watery
Hyes and Granulated Eyelids; No Smarting—
just Eye comfort. Write for Book of the Eye
by mfl.il Free. Murine Eye Remedy Co., Chicago.

It takes an unusually handsome
woman to wreck a sensible man’s
train of thought.

“Sir, your daughter .has promised to
You can’t convince the owner of a
become my wife.”
small automobile that a big one is
“Well, don’t come to me for sym
Explanation.
worth the money it costs.
pathy. You might know something
A sturdy Scot, six feet five inches in
would happen to you, hanging around height, is a gamekeeper near Stafford,
Far better be on pleasure bent than
here five nights a week.”
England. One hot day last summer on pleasure broke.
he was accompanying a bumptious
Important to Mothers
sportsman of very small stature when
Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for he was greatly troubled by midges.
infants and children, and see that it The other said to him:
"My good man; why is it that the
Bears the
for coughs, colds, hoarseness;
midges do not trouble me?”
take and sure to help M
Signature of
“I daursay,” replied the gamekeeper; pleasant to
when needed.
In Use For Over 30 Years.
with a comprehensive glance at the
Children Cry for Fletcher’s Castoria other’s small proportions, “it will be
becauce they hevna seen ye yet.”

MUD The Home ■
Remedy I
I

Hales Honey

The Old Lady Again.

Mrs. Kawler—I was reading this
morning about those picturesque sol
diers England has brought from In
diaMrs. Blunderby—You mean those
Sneaks and Gherkins. My dear, aren’t
they wonderful? — Boston Evening
Transcript.

"Are you in favor of votes for wom
en?”
“Of course I am,” replied Mr. Meekton. "After talking with Henrietta
about it my only doubt is whether
men should be allowed to go on en
joying the privilege of the ballot.”

Subtle Suggestion.

Sage Counsel.

An Extremist.

"I want a book in which to jot down
"What is the best work to get on
Easy street?”
my jdeas.”
“Why not get a blank book?”
“Why, work a soft thing.”

Columbus was probably looking for
The world is. charitable enough to
a place where hay fever was unknown forgive thé man who writes poetry
when he discovered America.
only because he needs the money.

Of Horehound and Tar

I

A tonic; .expectorant and laxative.
Contains ho opium nor anything
injurious. Sold by all druggists.
Try Pike’s Tootkacke Drops

HHHfl

TORDRUNKENNESS and
¡all DRUG ADDICTIONS

No sickness, no publicityThe only Keeley Insti
tute in Maine New
Hampshire or Vermont.
Send for free booklet.

Me u

CoMTe»Street PORTLAND, ME.

'■master

W. N. U., BOSTON, NO. 49-1914.

PUTNAM FADELESS’DYES

Color more goods brighter and faster colors than any other dye. One 10c package colors all fibers. They dye in cold water better than any other dye.
You Can dye any garment .without zipping apart. WRITE FOR FREE booklet* calendar, blotters, etc. MONROE DRUG COMPANY,- Quincy, ill.
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had despoiled the victim of the sky’s
ill-faith.
- “Here.”
“Then—let’s go to it! Give way!”
A dozen lusty strokes brought them
alongside the schooner, and as the
dory scraped the waist of thd larger
vessel the two young men dropped
oars, rose, and seizing the low gun
wales, lifted themselves to the deck.
Nothing opposed them; the deck was
Ignorant of other footsteps than their
own, the schooner as- silent as only a
becalmed ship can be.
Without further consultation, Alan
led quickly aft and down the compan
ionway to the cabin, where a dim light
burned—a smoky lamp swinging in
gimbals above a cluttered table.
Of the two stateroom doors one dis
closed an empty cabin, the other was
locked.
Trying the handle roughly, Alan
fancied he heard a sound within. Paus
ing, he called, with a thrill of fearful
hope:
“Hello, in there!”
The respone was cry of incredulous
delight: “Alan!”
By way of answer Alan hurled him
self bodily against the door. At the

"Notning—wma too rresn. Mase
■yourself easy on the soft side of a
plank here. I’ll land you a kick in'
the slats when so minded—or when!
it’s your trick at the wheel.”
With a chuckle, Alan obediently'
stretched himself out on the deck.
“I say—Law!”
“Well?”
“You seem pretty easy in your mind!
about this young woman below. To;
me, she’s the same that tried to send
me to Davy Jones’ locker. How does
she explain her presence aboard?”
“Much as I surmised,” Alan replied.
“I fancy they chloroformed her while
she slept in that hotel in Portland.
Whether or no, Rose woke up in a
closed motor car—bound and gagged,
of course—and was brought aboard at
Gloucester about midnight.”
“Simple when you know how,” Barcus commented. “Of course, I always
did say that truth was a stranger to
fiction. Cuddle down, now, and I’ll
talk you insensible.”
His accents already merging in with
the swish of the ’longside waves, the
bubbling of the wake, and the many
toned composite voice of the ship in
being, unconsciousness like a cloud

Kennebunkport

Coffee in 1 Minute

self released, his captors leaping for
signara or outer snipping sounded a
their lives to the taffrr’V
concert of discordance—the man
He caught an instancaneous glimpse
There were three lively and wellpower horn of a catboat crying the
MADE AT THE TABLE
of the knife-like bow of a great steam
warning back to the deep-throated
contested basket ball games at the
er towering above the two-master—
whistle of a coastwise steamship and
sweeping toward it at a speed which Town hall last Friday evening, and NO WASTE
NO BOILING
the impertinent drumming of a motor-,
raised a smart jet of white under the they were witnessed by a large gather
NO GROUNDS
NO STRAINING
boat’s exhaust with the muffler cut
ing, which was exceedingly enthusiastic.
cutwater.
out.
Someone aboard the schooner, with The Skippers were defeated by the
This last boxed the compass, sound
the voice of a stentor, bellowed a ter Searboro team by a score of 29 to 26,
ing now near, now far, though the com
rified appeal:
The local high school team went down
plaints of other shipping diminished
30c
50c
90c
“Stop your engines! Shut off your before the high school team of North
in volume and died away in the dis
A
30c
can
equals
1
pound
ordinary
coffee
propeller! Stop your—”
tance, giving place to others still, the
Berwick by 12 to 11.
Also served at fountain
Then, like the wrath of God, the
plutter-plutter of that motor was never
The goods of N. Phillips, the tailor,
steamship overwhelmed the lesser
altogether lost; if at times It faded,
ship; its bow seemed to slice through have been removed from the store oc
it seemed certain always to return in
the schooner as a knife through cupied by him last summer, and it is
even louder volume.
Rexall Store
cheese. And the two halves were fairly understood that the vacant room is to
Vainly straining his vision against
driven under water by the frightful be fitted in an up-to-date manner as an
KENNEBUNK
MAINE
the blank pallor of the encompassing
force of the blow.
insurance office to be conducted by E.
fog, Alan wondered, worried, dreaded!
Thunders deafening him, Alan was Cousens & Son.
At irregular intervals, starting
hurled bodily through the air fully
A Word of Caution.
from preoccupation, he would manipu twenty feet.
The funeral of Miss Hazel Frost who
late the brass pull on the wheel-box,
When he came up he struck out at passed away unexpectedly last Mon
provoking the horn’s stuttering blasts
In nothing else can a person be
random, blindly tormented by the day, took place at the home of her sis
of protest. But the need for unremit
vision of Rose caught in the suck of ter, Mrs. Milton Thorne, in. Portland: more deceived than in the matter
ting vigilance and exercise of the fog
on Thursday. The services were con of glasses. Fakers and unscrupu
signal failed none the less to reconcile
ducted by Rev. Thomas P. Baker, who
Alan to that blatant clamor which so
lous peddlers know this and the
was assisted by a former pastor, Rev.
widely and so hideously advertised
R. S. Leard of Portland. There were country and.of ten the citv is visit
their whereabouts.
many handsome floral offerings, which ed by men who mislead the cus
If there were anything still to be
feared from Judith and her crew—if,
gave mute testimony to the high esteem tomer, and give him only the cheap
for instance, as Barcus had suggested,
in which Miss Frost Was held by friends. est and most harmful
glasses.
they had sought out one of the life
The interment was at South Bridgton
Cheap
frames
and
mould
lenses
is
saving stations on Nauset beach, ap
on Friday. Mr. and Mrs. Maynard
propriated its power-driven lifeboat
the
makeup,
and
the
patient
is
not
Frost and family of this village were in
and renewed the pursuit, if ever they
attendance upon the services, and Mr. Only out his money, but could do
heard that horn there would beyond
Frost, accompanied the funeral party nothing that would so quickly ruin
question be the devil to pay!
to the place of interment. Miss Frost his eyes. Just why people will be
The loneliness of his vigil was even
is survived by one sister, Mrs. Thome,
tually relieved by the appearance on
led into the trap set by the peddler
and two brothers, both of whom are
deck of the woman Alan loved.
well known here, and by her mother, no one seems to know.
The tableau that greeted her vision as
she emerged from the companionway,
the latter of whom will remain with Mr.
LITTLEFIELD, the Optometrist
of the haggard, unshaven wretch at
Frost here for an indefinite time, and
the wheel and the other who lay at his
BIDDEFORD
MAINE
perhaps permanently. Miss Frost was
feet, where he had fallen, in a stupor
a young woman of beautiful character
of fatigue, instantly wrung from Rose
and had been for many years an in
CLARINET
PIANO
a little cry of solicitude. And she was
tense sufferer, notwithstanding of French Method
Faelten System
quick to do what little she could to
which she was of a very cheerful dis
alleviate their discomfort. For Barcus
position. The bereaved relatives have
she fetched a pillow and blanket from
the sympathy of their many friends and
the cabin, and this one suffered her
-------- Teacher of-------acquaintances. ■>
ministrations without once rousing
from his slumbers. Then hastefiing
Mrs. Abbie Perkins remains about
forward, she got the galley fire going
the same as for a number of weeks, Studios:—241 Congress St., Portland
and prepared a makeshift breakfast
following the acute attack of sickness Tel. 106-12 Fletcher St., Kennebunk
for her half-famished loVer.
which prostrated her some time ago.
Warm food and hot coffee—such as
Miss Biah Stone of Attleboro, Mass.,
they were—lending a little tone to
Alan’s spirits, he was presently able Accompanied by the Exhibition of an was the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Sher
man Merrill for the week-end.
to discuss their situation with some
Automatic Pistol. .
optimism. Yet nothing could gloss
LICENSED EMBALMER
Patience has at length had an ample
the fact that the problem confronting that gigantic wheel, drawn under, reward. Last Thursday morning a
and
Furnishing Undertaker
crushed
and
mangled
by
the
propeller
them was one whose solution baffled
new route for the mail service was es
of
the
vast
black
hulk
whose
flank
was
their utmost ingenuity—one the simple
tablished, by which there is a morning
contemplation of which taxed their sliding past, like the face of a cliff,
ten
yards
behind
his
shoulders.
incoming
mail, which leaves Kennebunk
courage and intelligence to the ex
Aware of several dark objects dot on the 7.50 Atlantic Shore Line car and
Tel. 42-3
treme.
ting
the
surface
within
a
radius
of
reaches
the
local
postoffice
at
8.15f
He summed up: “I can’t see any
thing for it but father and Judith are several yards, he swam for the near- This gives the patrons of the office an
determined to have my scalp, and I’m est; the head was a woman’s, the face early mail of which they have been de
hanged if I can see how to protect my turned toward him, the face of Rose.
prived since the fall schedule went into
He gasped wildly: “Keep cool! Don’t
self without taking a leaf out of their
struggle! Put one hand on my shoul effect on the Boston & Maine. It is a
VETERINARY SURGEON
books. What I’m most afraid of is
great convenience to the residents of
der
and—”
that some time I may forget it’s a
and PHYSICIAN
What happened then was never quite the village and is most highly appre
woman I’m defending myself against.
ciated by the dwellers on the Rural de Craduate of U. of Penn. • State
clear
to
him;
he
only
knew
that
he
When a fellow’s fighting for his very
was forced to fight for his very life— livery route connected with this office.
life he can’t always stop to calculate
Veterinary Deputy.
that the woman, as soon as he came The latter can now receive letters and
the weight of hie blows.”
within
reach,
flung
herself
upon
him
papers without having them lay over Phone 106
SANFORD, ME
The young man sighed, shook his
head, laughed uncertainly, and held like some maddened animal, clutching here for almost twenty-four hours, as
his throat, winding her limbs roipid was the case when the first mail of the
her closer to him. “Don’t fear; I’ll
his, dragging him down and down.
day came in at noon. The other mail
find some way out without Injuring
Primitive instinct alone saved him.
either of them. I promise you that!”
arrangements remain unchanged.
He
remembered
later,
most
vaguely,
He sealed the pledge upon her lips.
George Grant, one of the oldest citi
the culmination of that duel beneath
is prepared to furnish music
And in that moment of their obliv
zens of this place died last week and
the
waters
—
remembered
freeing
an
ion to the world from some point for
for all occasions
ward a muffled crash sounded simul- arm, drawing It back, delivering a was buried on Sunday. He was 84
blow
from
his
shoulder,
with
all
his
years
of
age.
. taneously with the dull shock of a
strength, finding himself free, strug
For terms and particularsfelephone
collision with a smaller vessel, and a
A men’s class was organized in the
gling back to the air.
strange voice cried out with an ac
Methodist
Sunday
school
last
Sunday.
153-3, Kennebunk, Me.
Then, a boathook caught the back ®f
cent of high exultation.
his shirt and dragged him for some The following officers were chosen:
Before either Alan or the girl could
distance, uhtil two strong hands caught President, Capt. A. M. Welch; vicedisengage the decks rang loud with a
him beneath the armpits and held his president, Charles C. Huff; secretary,
rush of booted feet pounding aft.
E. H. Atkins;treasurer, Leroy G. Huff;
head above the water.
The figures of the boarding party
He looked up wltlessly into the face teacher, E. H. Atkins. This class is
were already taking shape through the
INSURANCE
of Barcus, and, still bewildered, strug open to all men unconnected with other
fog as Alan sprang toward the com
Fidelity
Phoenix Fire Ins. Co.
gled feebly.
Sunday schools.
panionway to fetch the rifle. And in
The other’s voice brought him back
American
Central Ins. Co. •
this action his feet slipped on planks
The Senior class of the high school is
to his senses. “Easy, old top! Take
greasy with moisture deposited-by the it easy! You’re all right nbw—rest a making preparation to present a drama Detroit Fire and Marine Ins. Co.
surcharged atmosphere. He went down
Wells Mutual Fire Ins. Co.
minute, then help me get you aboard.” early in the spring.
with a stumbling thump, and > an in
He obeyed, controlling his panic as
Monday brought an old-time winter
WELLS
ME.
stant later two men fell bodily upon
best he might; and presently, with landscape and a heavy snowstorm,
him—active, strong fellows in the
considerable assistance from Barcus, about a foot of snow falling.
dress of fishermen. He was suffered
contrived to scramble in over the gun
to rise only as a prisoner, helpless in
Many men are at work cutting wood
wales of a boat which proved to be
the grasp of two pairs of powerful the stolen lifeboat.
for their private use in the section op
hands.
Aside from Barcus and himself it erated on beyond the Town House.
He saw Barcus, rudely roused and held one other person only—the wom
Next Sunday afternoon, at 2 o’clock,
still dumb with sleepy confusion, in an he loved, crumpled up and uncon
the pastor of the Methodist church will
no better case—jerked to his feet and scious in the bow.
speak on the subject, “The Master’s
held captive by two more fishermen.
I36 Main Street
He strove to rise and go to her, to
A fifth had taken charge of Rose, make sure that still she lived. Barcus Summons to You. ” There will be spe
cial singing by the ch oir of young peo
clamping her wrists in the vise of restrained and quieted him.
ple.
one big hand.
“There!
Easy, I say!
She’s all
The sixth and sole other member of right—fainted—that’s all! She and I
The York Central Ministers’ associa
the boarding party, likewise in the took the water in practically the same tion will hold its bi-monthly session in
Big FREE Catalog is fall fcj ' * " rough-and-ready garb of a fisherman, spot, and luck threw this blessed boat
the Saco Baptist church, next Monday
of Bargains like this.
Knew Englandffl, I
was Judith Trine.
my way within half a dozen strokes.
WRITE for copy
I
Down the side a heavy life-boat No trouble at all—in a manner of morning and afternoon: Two topics are
to
be
presented
by
members
of
cur
local
ground its way astern, the loose end speaking!”
ministry. Rev. Thomas Cain will dis
of its painter slipping over the rail
“But the steamer—”
cuss the question, “Is the Doctrine of
even as Alan caught sight of it. (So
“Why fret about her? At the pace
it seemed Barcus had guessed shrewd she Was making she couldn’t have the Virgin Birth Necessary?” and Rev
When bought with other
merchandise
ly!)
stopped within half a mile. We’ll be I. E. Terry will present “The Doctrine
Why continue to pay the deal
. Observing this, one of the men in all right now—with power to fetch us of the Second Advent.”
er’s high prices when you can
charge of Alan made as if to leave to land.”
buy groceries and other merchandise direct from us at\
'
/
Word has been received that Rev. I.
abig
saving? Weprotectyourpocketbookyet give high
him to the other, addressing Judith
“But the others—Judith!” Alan sat
est quality and guarantee satisfaction or money back.
for permission to prevent the loss of up and leaned over the gunwale, H. Packard, who has a summer resir
Premium Profit-Sharing Certificates increase your
savings. Start the saving today—write for Catalog No. 40
the lifeboat. She stopped him with searching an oily, leaden expanse spot dence at Cape Porpoise, is now at the
References Federal Trust Co., Boston
New England Baptist hospital, Boston,
a peremptory gesture.
ted only with a few splinters and bits
NEW ENGLAND MERCANTILE CO.
“No—let it go.. We’re better off of wreckage. “I left her out there— where he passed through a very satis
India Street
BOSTON. MASS.
without it. Hold that man fast till unconscious—she’ll drown, I tell you!" factory surgical operation on Monday,
I fetch a rope. We’ll make sure of
“And I’ll tell you something!” said and the best hopes are entertained of a
them both this time!”
Mr. Barcus severely. “You’ll lie quiet speedy and complete recovery.
buy your hair goods
Straining forward in the grasp of and shjit up or I’ll dent your dome with
The new fare schedule on the Atlan
■—-OF—her guard, Rose implored her sister: the shaft of an oar. Let her drown—
tic Shore line goes into effect next
"Judith, in pity’s name, think what , and a good job, I.say!" Don’t you know
Monday, when a flat rate of six cents
you are doing!”
I the meaning of ’enough’? Merciful
"Hold your tongue!” Judith snapped I heavens, man, you’re the most insa- will be established, or tickets may be 518 Congress St.,
Portland
obtained nt the rate of nine for fifty
viciously. “Another whimper out of i tiable glutton for punishment ever!”
Made
from
FIRST
QUALITY
Hair only
cents. In anticipation of this increase
you, and I’ll Tiave you gagged!"
But Alan wasn’t listening. His face
The balance of her threat, though j was as lightless as the waters that of fares many persons have been pur We do not use any Chinese Hair in this
store.
accompanied by the exhibition of an : swam beneath his lack-luster gaze. chasing unusual numbers of tickets.
Mrs. Hoffman of Springfield, who
automatic pistol, was drowned out by I There was a horror in his heart that
We will send goods on approval to
the sudden roar of a steamship fog ; numbed even the sense of relief, of has been so ill at the residence of Rev. responsible people. We make every
signal, so close aboard that it seemed ■ deliverance, that penetrated his being Thomas Cain, has improved to that ex conceivable kind of hair piece, in all
tent that she contemplates returning to
almost to emanate from the forepart ! like a shock of mortal pain.
shades of hair.
her home on Wednesday.
of the schooner herself.
Dead! Judith dead! Back there, in
We also make switches from your
Some of the friends of Mrs. Wescott
As it was answered by shrill and I the fog and the cold . . . dead by
and
Mrs.
Stone
carried
them
a
surprise
own
combings, that are made right and
hoarse cries of terror or of warning ' his hand!
basket of fruit last Thursday.
a pleasure for you to wear for
$2.50
from a dozen throats, Alan found him
(To be Continued.)
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LEROY NASON
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L. A. Wentworth

Post Road

Now and Again One Would Ljift His Head.
i
second impact of shoulders backed by
a hundred and eighty pounds of solid I
flesh and determination, the lock splin ,
tered away from its socket, the door I
flew open with a bang—and Alan into I
the room with a cry: “Rose!-”
I
His sweetheart met him half-way,
her arms uplifted, her countenance
transfigured.
And Mr. Barcus turned and slowly
ascended the companionway, his nose
wrinkled with misgivings.
“Blest if I know how he thinks he j
can tell ’em apart,” he remarked “Not i
that I blame him for taking a chance;
it wouldn’t pain me any to find out
I’d kissed the wrong girl by mistake—
not, that is, unless ehe didn’t care for.
my technique.
“In that case,” he allowed, “I guess
the sequel would be apt to prove tol
erable agonizing!”
Some ten minutes later a hail from
the deck broke the embrace of the
lovers:
"Below there! I say—Law!—wind
a-comlng!”
“Right-o! Half a minute!”
But that stipulated delay was sev
eral times multiplied before Alan
showed up on deck to find Barcus
bending a laborious back to the cap
stan.
“Lend a hand, can’t you?” Barcus
complained, blowing heavily. "I didn’t
interrupt your amours just to get an
audience. The sooner we get this
anchor in—”
Alan checked him with a hand on
his arm. “What’s that?” he demanded
in a tone tense with apprehension.
The muffled running of a heavy-duty
marine motor drifted down on the
wings of the sluggish wind.
“Don’t ask me—I’m afraid to guess! ”
J^But they couldn’t possibly!”
“Since when did you set up to be
a judge of possibilities? Nothing prob
able ever happened to you in all your
yong life—’e far’s I can make out. As
for me—I know there are at least two
life-saving stations on Nauset, both
with modern equipment—motor life
boats and all; and nothing will ever
persuade me that pack of wolves
would stick at breaking in and confis
cating one of the same. It’s as likely
as not—only more so. Our present
business is to get the h—1 out of here
—and not advertise our exit, either-.
Take that port light in and dowse it,
while I do the same by the starboard.
Then duck below, warn your Dulcinea,
and put out the cabin lamp. That way
—if this blackness and our bull-luck
only holds—we may manage an eva-' j
sion!”
There followed an exceedingly busy
quarter of an hour for two constrained
in pitch darkness to grope their way
about the decks and familiarize them !
selves with the idiosyncrasies of a I
strange two-master. Nevertheless, the I
pnd of that period found the schooner !
with canvas full and sheets taut, a i
good easterly breeze abeam, swiftly
weaving a wake southwards—the light
on Monomoy point watching her curi
ously from over the starboard beam.
“Hear anything more of that power
boat?” Alan asked, joiningzBarcus by
the wheel.

descended upon Alan’s overwearied
faculties.
He woke mutinously, with a yawn
and a shiver in the gray of a tarnished
daybreak, to find that fog pressed
heavily upon the face of the waters, a
mist so thick that from the stern the
waist of the vessel was almost^ invis
ible, -the bows completely so.
Barcus stood over him, at the wheel,
fairly reeling with weariness, his eyesj
blood-shot, swollen, and half-closed in
a face like a mask of fatigue.
“Can’t keep this up much longer,”
he apologized thickly; “stood it about
as long as J can. Take your trick and
give me forty winks.”
Grateful solicitude brought Alan in
stantly to his side, though he himself
was sluggish and stiff and sore in all
his limbs.
“You’re a brick!” he protested. "Why
didn’t you call me sooner?”
“No good; I knew the way—you
didn’t. That is, I did until this ac
cursed fog closed down a couple of
hours ago. Now—God knows where

WELLS, MAINE

H. N. EAMES, Y. M. D.

THE ARIAN ORCHESTRA

WML J. STORER

JOHN F. DEAN
Dealer In

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers
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The Sixth Member of the Boarding
Party Was Judith Trine.
we are—by my reckoning, somewhere
in Nantucket sound, west of Mono
moy.”
Grasping a small brass handle
affixed to the wheel box, he jerked it
eharply three times, and the automatic
horn blared raucously a threefold re
sponse up forward.
“Keep that going,” he begged,
“three blasts in a row and a minute
interval—and if the devil takes care
of his own we may possibly escape being run down.”
With a sigh, relinquishing the wheel,
he collapsed upon the deck and was
almost instantly asleep.
The wind had fallen until barely
enough air stirred to keep way on the
vessel; she moved in silence, a .spec
tral ship upon a spectral sea of long,
oily swells and the complexion of lead.
Hither and yon in the obscurity, fog-
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Think for a moment what the open
Telephoning over such a great dis1 Firemen’s hall, Monday evening Febru
ing of the Boston-San Francisco di- . tance would have been absolutely im
ary 1st. Supper will be served at six
rect line, means. It has made Massa possible -without another wonderful
o’clock and fancy and domestic articles
chusetts and California neighbors. It invention—the repeating, or loading
Mrs. Ellis Gowen and son are in Port
will be on sale. Games and dancing
will carry the business message from coils. Without any technical descrip
225 Attend
will be enjoyed during the evening. land today.
the Atlantic to the Pacific quicker tion, it is sufficient to say that these
C. M. Clark is carpentering at North
The proceeds of the affair will be used
than a man can write a letter and it loading coils are placed at various
Hampton, N. H.
“Wasn’t it simply grand” was an ex to defray graduation expenses.
gives him an answer at once. It has points along the line and give the
pression heard several times at the door
annihilated distance. Its commercial electrical waves additional force and
Miss Harriet Abbott is visiting her
Word has been received from Wash
as the 225 people left the hall last Fri ington, D. C., of the death in that place grandmother, Mrs. Mary Morey at Port
value is priceless.
power.
The line from Boston to San Fran
day evening after partaking of the tur on Jan. 12, of Captain William Kidd, land.
Boston Men Built the Line
key supper and listening to the fine U. S. A. (Retired.) Capt. Kidd has
Do you cisco runs direct to Buffalo, 465
Across 'twelve states !
Sidney E. Littlefield with a crew of
miles; thence to Chicago, 605 miles,
realize-whst tl’tt rnears? Have
entertainment given by the Ladies’ been a summer visitor at Ogunquit men is at work stripping the Moulton
ever traveled to the far west? On the to Omaha 500 miles, to Denver 585
Club at Firemen’s hall. A supper con since 1892, and last year occupied the lot at Number 10, Kennebunk.
miles, to Salt Lake City 580 miles and
sisting of turkey, mashed potatoes, Beachmere, one of the Holt cottages.
Mrs. Marcia Perkins was a Biddeford
to San Francisco 770 miles, a total
cranberry sauce, ham, salads, rolls, Prior to 1892 Capt. Kidd was a summer
of 3505 miles.
visitor Friday.
cake, -pie and coffee was served from 6 guest for several years at the old
A spur line runs from Chicago to
Mrs. C. F. Webher of Kennebunk
to 8 o’clock, after which a long program Ocean Bluff House at Kennebunkport.
Pittsburg, 545 miles, and thence to
nicely rendered was enjoyed. About He was a resident of Albany," N. Y., spent last Thursday with her daughter,
New York, 390 miles.’ Another spur
$55 dollars was cleared and this will be but spent much of his time in Washing Mrs. E. R. Clark.
connects Buffalo and New York, 350
used for the benefit of the Ladies’ Aid ton where he was prominent in army
miles.
On the same day the line between
Society of the Christian Church. Much circles.
Boston and San Francisco was opened
credit is due the “Ladies’ Club” for
The Ladies’ Aid Society will meet at
telephone conversation was estab
making the affair so great a success.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson left here
the home of Mrs. Mary Maxwell tonight
lished between New York and San
The program of the entertainment was
Sundav for a little trip. _
(Wednesday.)
Francisco. Professor Bell talked from
as follows:- the New York end and his early asso
Benj. Hilton has a new auto. We
Mrs. Leo Plummer of Dover. N. H.,
Piano Solo,
Ruth Keys
ciate,'Thomas A. Watson, from San
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Perkins. shall see some going when the snowj is
Tableau,
Club Members
Francisco.
Solomon Ramsdell, better known as gone.
Reading, “An Experience with a Book
An interesting fact in connection
“
Sollie
”
of
Stoneham,
Mass.,
spent
the
There
was
only
one
session
of
the
with the opening of this line is that
Agent,”
J. Arline Perkins
WHAT IT MEANS TO
school yesterday on account of the
Professor Bell used at the New York
Vocal Duet, Agnes Keene and Rachel week-end with Mrs. Ross Marsh.
TELEPHONE FROM BOS
William Foster of Newbury, N. Y., storm.
end an exact reproduction of his first
Hutchins.
TON TO SAN FRANCISCO
crude instrument. At first it could
Mrs. Warren Littlefield was reported
Recitation, by little Miss Helen Keys who has been a summer guest at the
be used only a few feet. That that
Cliff
House
for
a
number
of
years,
is
on the sick list last week.
Vocal Duet, “The Lillie and the Rose,”
instrument could be used in talking
Distance—3505 miles.
Mrs. J. S. Grant and rMiss Dorothea seriously ill at his home in that city.
Professor Bell’s First Telephone
between New York and San Francisco
Twelve
States
Covered.
E. F. Mitchell who moved to Kenne
Grant.
fastest trains it takes five days and is due to the skill and inventions of
Miles of Copper Wire—14,020.
bunk for the winter was in town last
Monologue, “Pink Carnations, ”
five nights—120 hours1—to go from those engineers who followed Bell af
Weight of Wire—Over 3000 tons
Francis James Perkins Thursday greeting old friends.
Boston to San Francisco. And yet it ter his retirement from the telephone
Elm Brook Grange will hold a box
Vocal Solo, “Darky Lullaby”
Poles on Line—Over 140,000.
Clarence A. Hilton, Wells Depot, has
will only be a little while before the business, in the perfection of the
Annie Lewis Chapman had his house at that place remodelled, party for the benefit of the Grange Sat
Speed—One-fifteenth of second.
business inan can sit comfortably in telephone and of switchboards, cables
Reading, “The Death of John Connor,” contractor W. H. Perkins having urday evening, January 30th at the
his office and travel instantly by tele and the hundreds of other accessors
Miss Priscilla Bracey charge of the job. One story was ad home of Mrs. Gertrude Hatch.
Crossing the continent—from Bos phone between the two cities over to successful telephone transmission.
Looking Backward to the Beginning
Scenic Recitation, “The Batchelor’s ded and every modern improvement in
ton
to San Francisco—in. one-fifteenth tons of copper wire.
Sabbath morning at the first Baptist
On the eyening of Oct. 9, 1876, the
Thé opening of this line has a peDream” read by Francis James Per stalled.
Painters m charge of Mr. church, the pastor, Rey. Joseph Law of a second is an actual accomplish
kins, the Batchelor, Walter Perkins, Reed, of Rochester, N. H., are now at rence preached from words found in ment. Direct conversation between culiar significance to the people ot i first long conversation over the telethe subjecta of the dream were suppos work on the interior. Those who have James II chapter, 23 verse; Theme the two cities so far apart was es Boston and New England, for it was phone was made by Bell and Watson.
Alexander They talked for three hours over a
ed to be the former sweethearts and viewed the place since the carpenters “Friendship with God.” The evening tablished for the first time, the other in Boston that Professor
Graham Bell invented the telephone in telegraph line between Boston and
day,
over
the
longest
telephone
line
were represented by different members have finished comment very favorably topic was from these words, “For all
1876, less than forty years ago.. A Cambridge. It was the wonder of
In the world—more than 3500 miles.
of the club.
on the ¡work done by Contractor Per have sinned and come short of the Glory
The successful consummation oi little later the longest toll line in the the day. In May, 1877, a Charles
kins.
of God.”
this great work is an epoch in history world stretched from Boston to town man leased two telephones—the
The Ladies circle met Tuesday after •—the acme of telephone attainment. Lowell and the service was poor and first money ever paid for telephone
The library story hour was held in
Golden Rod Club Entertained the Methodist vestry Saturday after noon with Mrs. Etta Goodwin; nine It is an achievement made possible intermittent. How marvellous has service. The same month the first
tiny and crude telephone exchange
only by the scientific study and per been the progress.
noon with a good increase in attend members present.
was born with five telephone« conAnd
the
men
who
were
associated
sistent
effort
of
the
engineers
of
the
At the meeting of the Ideal Club at ance. A section of Burr’s “Around
The scarlel fever patients at Wells great Bell system..
with Bell in those telephone pioneer nected.
the home of Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Rob The Fire” was read by Y. M. C- A, Centre are convalescent.
erts last Friday evening “The Little Secretary Hosmer and several stories
Mrs. George Tripp, who has heen the
Red School House” was enacted very told. The boys’ gymnasium class met guest of her niece Mrs. Gertrude Hatch
much to the enjoyment of all partici after the story hour period. The meet has returned to her home in Sanford.
pating. Rev. Mr. Roberts was dressed ings will be held in the other vestry
up to represent Horace Mann, repu this week Saturday.
The first lecture of the season on sex
ted to be the first school teacher in
Massachusetts, a room was fitted up as instruction was given by Dr. W. W.
a school room and the “children” Smith Monday evening at Firemen’s
Mrs. Elmira Perkins has been on the
drilled in the 3 Rs. Dinner was eaten hall before a gathering of at least fifty sick fist.
from tin pails after the true old- men and older boys. It was an able
Quite a few from here attended the
fashioned style when the majority of presentation and the fine chart illus High school play last Friday night.
trations
drawn
by
Ray
Hanscom
were
pupils were forced to come from a dis
Joseph Carro has left the employ of
tance. The evening concluded with an greatly appreciated. The subject was
old-fashioned spelling match which “The Anatomy and Functions of the James Meade.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Knight were
owing to the lateness in starting was Sex Organs. ” Monday evening, Jan.
8, Dr. Gordon will give the second talk visitors in Alewive two days last week.
not finished. Those present were:—
EW VOWK
Ruth Whitlock
on “Venereal Diseases, their Causes and
Mrs. A. J. Bean, entertained her sis
Effects.”
Carol Clark
ter, Mrs. Stevens and her niece and
Leslie Clark
husband, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Burroughs
last Sunday.
Willie Dixon
Leon Pei kins
George Quinn who is sick ar the home
Cecil Perkins
of Frank Littlefield at No. .10 is reported
Fred Barker
quite comfortable.
Educated Horse Is Shot
ROUTE OF TRANSCONTINENTAL TELEPHONE LINES
Roger Smith /
Mrs. Roy Varney is visiting her par
Warren Smith
ents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Towne.
SAN FRANCISCO., 3505
All "have heard the expression “a
Kathryn Smith
The Ladies Aid will meet at the vesOn Friday evening of this week the little learning is a dangerous thing”
club will enjoy a sleighride to West and it is well known that precocious ’try next Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock
children seldom enjoy the best of health. to do some sewing for Miss Moore, the
Hall.
What applies to human beings in that district nurse.
case apparently applies equally to
Mrs. Merton Jones and daughter
Capt. C. L.. Perkins of the large sea horses. The Wells educated horse, as Ruth of Newburyport, Mass., and Mrs.
going tug Portsmouth, now hauled up far as known the most learned animal Ernest Jones and daughter Doris of
at Portsmouth, is home for a few in the state though able to read was no Kennebunk were visitors at the home
exception to this rule and for some few of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jones last
weeks.
years
had not enjoyed the best of Thursday.
Frank Keys has filled both of his ice
Edgar Dutch, who has been visiting
houses and has started to cut a second health. Its infirmities were a great
tribulation to its owner and as the friends and relatives here for awhile
crop to fill other ice houses in town.
superiority of mind over matter is of has returned to Augusta.
ALEXANDER^GRAH.AMJBELL
™ OHN°j ^CARTy"i
Arrangements have been made with
small moment when a load of hay must
Mr. Kilgore of the village led the
Grover S. Perkins to convey the 27 high
Four^Te'le^hone Pioneers Who Have Made It Possible to Talk From Boston to San Francisco, Over 3500 Mlle«,/
be hauled or plowing or road breaking
prayer meeting last Sunday evening.
school children, to and from the school
done and the time not ripe for the open
r and to Whom the Opening of the Line Means More Than to Any Other Men In the World_
at Wells.- Mr. Perkins has fitted up
Bert Thurston rendered the solo
ing of an equine college to head which
his auto truck to accommodate all the
was apparently the only field of useful “Face to Face” last Sunday morning.
children in any kind of weather. This
By August there were 778 tele
The special music for next Sunday
ness for our “Solomon among horses”
As an event, it is on a parity with days, and developed his great idea
means of transportation will be much
phones
in use—all in Boston—and
until
one
in
every
eight
persons
in
it was decided to practice enthanasia will be by a chorus of voices.
the opening of the Panama canal. It
cheaper than by trolley under the new
Is another connecting link that physi the United States is connected by four men had an absolute monopoly oi
on that animal Monday. A large supply
rate which goes into effect Feb. 1st.
cally binds the far east and the tai telephone, are Boston men. Many of the telephone business. A little later
of chloroform was secured and ad
Theodore N. Vail was prevailed upon
The annual meeting of the Ogunquit ministered but Dobbin’s peculiar con
west of America. into one complete them are living today.
to
resign from the government mall
Theodore
N.
Vail,
president
of
the
union
.
Firemen was held in their hall Saturday stitution resisted all fumes of the same.
American Telephone and Telegraph service and become general manager
Four Thousand Mlles Instantly
evening. Officers for the coming year After the supply in town had been
Among those who attended the High
One-fifteenth of a second!
Like a company, has been in the telephone of a little telephone company, that
were elected and installed after which materially reduced to no avail and fur School play last Friday night were:—
business almost from the beginning. was hardly organized and had no
flash
of
lightning
goes
the
spoken
a smoke talk was enjoyed. The follow ther demands might have created war Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Taylor, Mr. and
Today he is perhaps the greatest con money. Month after month the lit
word,
through
storm
and
sunshine
over
ing officers were elected:—Chief, J. E. prices Harold Hilton was called upon to. Mrs. Paul Russell, Mr. and Mrs. Roy
structive
business man in the world. tle Bell company lived from hand to
thousands of miles. It starts in Bos
Brewster; Assistant Chief, A. E. Little shoot the animal which deed- was Taylor and Mrs. Guy Chick.
John J. Carty, chief engineer of mouth. No salaries were paid in
ton at 4 p. m. and, paradoxically,
Often, for weeks, they were
field; Secretary and Treasurer, C. H. accomplished without mishap. It will
Mrs. S. H. Carle is improving slowly. reaches San Francisco three hours1 the company, the master mind in full.
not paid at all. _ In 1880 John J.
Littlefield;. Hall Agent, George Bar probably be some time before a horse
scientific
telephony,
was
a
Cambridge
earlier.
The
time
schedule
has
been
Mrs. Augusta Day is visiting her
Carty timidly asked for a job as
rell.
which exceeds in intelligence the one in daughter Florence, in Hampstead, N. turned topsy turvy. While you wink, boy who worked as an operator in operator in the Boston exchange. He
the early days for ?5 a week.
your
speech
hs
been
carried
nearly
Next Friday a party of young people question is developed.
H.
Thomas D. Lockwood, general showed such an aptitude for the work
half way around the world.
will enjoy a hay rack ride to York
Leslie Titcomb has recovered from
patent attorney of the company,, a that he was soon made one of the
Imagine
a
giant
with
lungs
power

where they will attend the play given
M. Ella, wife of Henry Kittredge chicken pox.
ful enough to carry his voice 3500 telephone expert for nearly forty captains.
by the York high school seniors.
In 1893 Boston and New York were
died at her home Monday morning after
To keep your stock healthy feed Sal- miles through the air. Picture him years, lives in Melrose.
Miss Bertha Ramsdell of Boston an illness of several months. Her age Vet the guaranteed worm expeller, con standing on the dome of the Massa
Thomas A. Watson, the youthful talking to Chicago, Milwaukee', Pittsimechanic who assisted Bell in his burg and Washington, and one-halt
spent the week-end with her mother, was 65 years, 3 months, 11 days. She ditioner tonic.
Fiske the druggist, chusetts) state house and yelling
early experiments and who was the the people of the United States were
“
Hello
”
as
loud
as
he
could.
Four
Mrs. Woodbury Ramsdell.
was a native of Lowell, Mass., but had Kennebunk is the agent.
hours later it would be faintly heard first person in the world to hear the Within talking distance of each other.
Miss Ruth Littlefield is visiting her resided in Wells for a number of years
James Walker has been ¡confined to at the Panama-Pacific exposition. human voice over a wire, lives in The thousand-mile talk had ceased to
sister, Mrs. Norton of West Bridge and was a member of the Woman’s Re the house with a severe cold.
be a fairy tale.
Blow up a million pounds o^, dynamite Braintree and in Boston.
water, Mass.
Several years later the line was
lief Corps, Grange and Ladies’ Benevo
Some Facts and Figures
Mrs. Nahum Smith is staying with on Boston common and the sound
At the present time there are two pushed over the plains to Omaha, and
Mrs. David Littlefield will entertain lent Society. Her husband and several Mrs. Olive Thompson, for a short time. would travel but a few miles. And
complete physical circuits, each 3505 subsequently nearly 600 miles were
the Golden Rod Club at her home Fri sisters are left to mourn their loss.
The dance at Alewive Grange Hall yet the telephone wizards with a tiny
added, enabling the spoken word in
day evening. The subject of the even Funeral services will be held at her late which was to have been Jan. 29, has wire have outdistanced nature. Surely miles long, between the two cities. Boston to be heard in Denver.
Then, by means of a wonderful de
brains
and
energy
have
won
a
great
home
this
afternoon
(Wednesday.)
Bur

ing will be Alfred Tennyson.
been postponed to Thursday, Feb. 4, or victory.
The Boston-San Francisco line will
velopment of electrical study, in the
ial will be Lowell.
Graded lessons were started last Sun
if stormy the next fair night. An oys
In 1849 “Pike’s peak or bust” was transposition of these two circuits ac probably not be offered for general
To keep your stock healthy feed Sal- ter supper will be served and the usual the slogan that dominated those hardy cording to a certain scientific formula, commercial use until the early sum
day in the Primary Department of the
Christian Church Sunday School., These Vet the guaranteed worm expeller, con admission will be charged.
pioneers and urged them forward. In a third circuit called a “phantom” mer.
Telephone engineers have dreamed
Fiske the druggist,
lessons are provided by the University ditioner tonic.
A powerful purifier of the blood is 1909, to paraphrase this, the slogan of circuit is created, making it possible of the time when the wires would
for
six
people
to
talk
at
one
time
—
Kennebunk,
is
the
agent.
the
telephone
engineers
•
was
“
the
of Chicago Press, and were received
Red Clover Compound the kind that
span the continent. That time has
Mrs. Caine has moved into the Tib- Fiske the druggist sells. Satisfaction ¡Golden Gate or bust.” That was the three at each end—over-these two pair
with great enthusiasm by the young
come. For the moment it seems^as
goal upon which they set their eyes of wires.
bets house.
people.
guaranteed.
There are 14,020 miles of hard though there is no other great thing
pore than five years ago. The long
Jacob Wiswell is confined to his home
The sermon subjects at the Christian
All were sorry that Leslie Titconib distance lines had already been ex- drawn copper wire in both of these for which to strive. And yet progress Z
Church for next Sunday will be, in the by sickness.
was unable to take his part in the High Itended as far west as Omaha. Two circuits. Each circuit mile of wire In telephony in the United States is
morning, “Making Jesus Lord,” in the
Mrs. Roy Hilton who has been sick for school play; but his substitute, J. Frank years ago Denver became a reality by weighs 870 pounds, so that the entire making such tremendous strides that
weight of both circuits—four wires—• no man can prophesy the wonder
evening, A Program for Progress.”
some time is much better.
Warren, did the part with great success, telephone, and now, in one long jump is over 3000 tons. This tremendous ful things that may be dong Ut th
of
over
1500
miles,
the
Pacific
coast
Joseph Caine has gone to live with his although ite only had two days to learn has been reached.
The Senior class of the Wells high
1 weight is supported by 140,000 poles. future.
it.
school will ihold a supper and sale at son Herbert, for the winter.

Wells Branch

Ogunquit

BOSTON CALLS
SAN FRANCISCO

Direct Telephone Line Open
Across the Continent

SPEECH CARRIED 3500 MILES

Moody

Bell Telephone Engineers Ex
tend Long Distance Line to
the Pacific Coast-Science
and Inventive Genius Finally
Overcome Great Obstacles

Wells Depot

West Kennebunk

Inventor of the Telephone
and the Man who
Developed the Business.

Wells

Bell’s Earliest Associate
and the World’s
Greatest Telephone
Expert.

Alewive
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